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ABSTRACT
The optimization of network capacity utilization is becoming increasingly important in an elec-
trical distribution network with the variation in load demand due to seasonal changes and uptake
of new technologies such as photovoltaics, batteries, electric vehicles and distributed generation.
The proliferation in the use of these technologies introduces uncertainties in future load demands
and increases the risk of asset stranding. This then represents an opportunity for network plan-
ners and operators to re-evaluate their existing infrastructure with the aim to optimize the
electrical components operation and return on investment.
This thesis introduces a novel method to evaluate and optimise the network capacity utilization
for network planning, operation and management. A predictive asset rating model for 33kV
electrical distribution has been developed and implemented in Unison Network Limited as part of
this research. The thermal behaviour of the electrical components to its surrounding was studied
utilising sensors installed along the circuits and based on historically captured data available
from the public and at localised area. The predictive asset rating model performs network
evaluation based on probabilistic method to evaluate the dynamic utilisation of the network and
reliability in the event of changes to the operating conditions and the network configuration.
The model was developed using MATLAB to carry out different simulation scenarios for network
planning and operation.
The thesis begins by introducing the current state of electrical distribution networks. The rating
and modelling of electrical components is then introduced, covering international standards and
similar research in the area of study. The impact of environmental conditions and load demand
to the available capacity of the network are then discussed. Results in the area of capacity
planning, constraint analysis and network expansion planning is presented, highlighting the
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Electrical distribution networks (EDN) are made up of thousands of electrical components that
are arranged and interconnected together to form a working power delivery system. The network
operators faces a number of challenges in ensuring a reliable power supply from its existing infras-
tructure to its customers. Some are due to variables such as load growth, ageing infrastructure
and abnormal operating events. In New Zealand, the electricity demand had been increasing
at an approximately 2.5 percent rate per year since the 1970s and is projected to continue
growing at 1.5 percent per year through to 2050 [Electricity Authority of New Zealand 2018].
The projected increase in demand strongly relates to economic growth and increased customer
connections. It is however observed that the uptake of new technology such as battery storage
and photovoltaic (PV) systems has caused the demand to reduce, as experienced by large EDN
in New Zealand [Unison Networks Limited 2015, Vector Limited 2015]. The overall electricity
consumption in New Zealand had reduced by 1.2 percent per year from 2010 to 2013 and then
again in 2015 to 2018 [Ministry of Business, Innovation & Employment 2018]. Apart from the
consumption, the variations of the load usage by the consumers also impose a challenge for net-
work planning. The variation between low and high customer demand can be as high as 31% for
different operating and environmental conditions [Electricity Authority of New Zealand 2018].
Network operators face abnormal operating events that can interrupt the electricity supply to its
customers due to permanent or transient faults, further requiring the existing infrastructure to
handle the increased load to maintain a reliable power supply. These challenges then represents
an opportunity for network planners and operators to re-evaluate its existing infrastructure and
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optimise the electrical components operation and return of investments.
The utilisation of an individual component in EDN is dependent on its design and ability to
handle power, also taking into account additional information such as the operating environment
[Willis 2004]. Network planners have historically relied upon static ratings (SR) to define the
maximum allowable current (ampacity) passing through electrical components, which are set
as the operational limits. Many of the environmental conditions used to calculate these limits
(such as ambient temperature, soil temperature, wind speed, solar radiation) are assumptive in
nature. To be conservative, planners select values that represent the worst-case scenario based
on historically observed conditions in the service area. This leads to a SR that is conserva-
tive for most conditions and potentially exceeds the true ampacity for unfavourable conditions.
Given the uncertainties in future load demand and possible risk of asset stranding due to con-
sumer technological shifts, network operators are looking at opportunities to operate their assets
considerably closer to the practical limits. With the advancement of technology and increased
monitoring of assets through smart grid initiatives, operators are able to use additional data
metrics and turn them into useful and actionable information. By actively monitoring chang-
ing environmental conditions, these data metrics can be used to better understand the network
operating conditions to then optimise the network utilisation. One of the methods to address
the uncertainties in the true ampacity of an electrical component is by evaluating the real-time
thermal rating or dynamic rating (DR).
DR has been studied and applied in the electricity industry since the 1980s, predominantly in
electric transmission and overhead line applications [Ausen et al. 2006, Raniga and Rayudu 2000,
Shun Hsien et al. 2006]. The high cost and lengthy time involved to upgrade existing infrastruc-
tures sees transmission network applying DR to evaluate the component’s rating and identify
periods of capacity gains and constraints without the needs to upgrade its existing infrastruc-
ture. The approach to apply DR was not relevant in the past for operator of EDN as upgrading
the existing network are more straight forward since the network covers a smaller service area
compared to the transmission network. However, with the variation of demand and uncertain-
ties in the uptake of new technology, an increased application of DR in the EDN can be seen
to ensure the networks are optimised to achieve the most benefit [Michiorri 2010, Yang and
Strickland 2014a].
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The implementation of DR in EDN varies for different network configuration and system re-
quirements but relies on the availability of data, a system to process the data and an evaluation
of the processed data. With increased number of components and environmental conditions
being monitored in the field, operators are facing challenges and looking at better ways to con-
vert the increasing amount of field data into information that can be used for decision making.
This leads to the concept of “big data”, looking at solutions to challenges experienced when
capturing, processing, analysing and visualising these data. These have led to different solution
of DR implementation to be investigated by different institutions to suit the specific needs of
the EDNs which will be highlighted in Chapter 2 of this thesis. It was found that these solution
doesn’t fully meet the need of future EDN where there exist an uncertainties in demand, varying
electrical components installed on the network and ability for the DR implementation to make
the decision required in the area of capacity utilisation across network operation, planning and
asset management. To meet these shortfall, a solution through the use of the developed predic-
tive asset rating tool has been investigated in this thesis. The model aggregates parameters that
impacts the asset capacity utilisation and evaluates the rating of interconnected electrical com-
ponents to generate additional matrix for decision support in an EDN. The developed solution
will be discussed in detail throughout this thesis.
In 2010, Unison Networks Limited (Unison), a network operator based in Hastings, New Zealand,
has embarked on a journey towards achieving a smarter grid. The definition of smart grid varies
across different application, the following definition of smart grid has been adopted by Unison
[Unison Networks Limited 2015]:
“The application of real time data, communications technologies and emerging trends in electric-
ity distribution to improve capacity utilisation, enhance lifecycle asset management and provide
additional service on the modern network, thereby optimising network investment to the benefit
of all stakeholders.”
Increased monitoring of the electrical components and environmental conditions is present in the
Unison network to obtain better understanding of the network operating conditions for improved
decision making. The capacity utilisation of power transformers (PTX), underground cables
(UGC) and overhead lines (OHL) have been studied on Unison’s high voltage (33kV) network
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for this PhD. This thesis outlines the development and implementation of a novel method to
evaluate the network capacity utilisation using a probabilistic model in the event of changes to
the operating conditions and the network configuration. The method from here on denoted as
predictive asset rating (PAR).
1.2 RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
The primary objective of this research is to develop and implement the PAR tool in an EDN
in order to optimise the capacity utilisation of the electrical components in a safe and reliable
manner where network uncertainties exist. To be able to achieve the objective, the following
work had been carried out:
i. identify the sensitivity of PAR application to environmental data,
ii. identify technological requirement to implement PAR,
iii. develop novel algorithms and software,
iv. evaluate application of PAR for varying network scenarios events,
v. provide recommendations on constraints and benefits for PAR implementation.
The PAR model for Unison had been developed based on the following specifications:
i. allow easy integration with existing software environment,
ii. allow flexibility in modelling and implementation,
iii. includes data processing capabilities,
iv. considers health and safety requirements,
v. considers component life,
vi. provides likelihood of rating utilisation,
vii. provides information that supports business decision making.
1.3 THESIS OUTLINE
Chapter 2 provides an overview of the basic theory of component ratings in an electrical
distribution network. These components are power transformers, underground cables and
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overhead lines. Literature on modelling and monitoring methodology of the electrical
components is presented. The principle of thermal rating is highlighted, outlining the
effect of environmental parameters onto electrical components. The chapter finishes with
a section on evaluating power system reliability.
Chapter 3 details the modelling used for implementation. The models for each electrical compo-
nent studied are given based on industrial standards and relevant work on dynamic rating.
The second part of the chapter details the modelling of the environmental parameters for
sparsely located monitoring sites and provides an overview of the impact to the electrical
components. The chapter finishes with a section on modelling the power system reliability
based on the Monte Carlo method.
Chapter 4 presents the development work of dynamic rating implementation in an EDN. The
datasets and model used for the study are described covering the environmental data and
the electrical component studied. The algorithm and its implementation is then described
and the validation steps taken are presented.
Chapter 5 discusses the results of predictive asset rating implementation in an electrical distri-
bution networks. The simulation of varying environmental conditions and their impact to
different electrical components is presented here. Details of the implementation are given
including models used, steps involved in the algorithm and the power system simulation
and evaluation.
Chapter 6 presents the future work that can be carried out following this research. Additional
simulation and further consideration from the model presented in this thesis are discussed
to present possible scope for future research and application areas. The main findings of





In this chapter the background of this research is first introduced. The electrical distribution
network and the connected electrical components are presented. The utilisation of the network is
then discussed covering its impact to network operations, planning and asset management. The
chapter finishes with a discussion on the challenges faced by electrical distribution in the area of
capacity utilisation. A novel tool is proposed which evaluates and provide information required
to support management decisions in the area of capacity utilisation for electrical distribution
network.
2.2 INTRODUCTION
Electrical distribution networks (EDN) are made up of thousands of electrical components that
are arranged and interconnected together to form a working power delivery system. In a dis-
tribution network, a distribution substation receives power from a sub-transmission circuit and
steps down voltages using power transformers (PTX). These transformers are used to provide
electrical supply to many distribution circuits that are interconnected and consist of overhead or
underground electrical components. A typical power delivery system in New Zealand is shown
in Figure 2.1.
In New Zealand, the electricity demand had been increasing at an average of 2.5 percent rate
per year from 1975 to 2010 and decreased by 1.2% from 2010 to 2013. The demand is now back
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Figure 2.1 Typical power delivery system in New Zealand
on the increasing trend at 1% per year since 2013 [Ministry of Business, Innovation & Employ-
ment 2018]. The overall electricity consumption in New Zealand varies by sector with industrial
showing the highest consumption, followed by residential, commercial and agriculture covering
37%, 32%, 24% and 7% respectively for the period ending 2015 as illustrated in Figure 2.2.
Figure 2.2 Electricity Consumption in New Zealand by Sector (data available from [Ministry of Business,
Innovation & Employment 2018])
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Transpower New Zealand is the owner of New Zealand’s national transmission grid and pro-
vides the infrastructure for electric power transmission that allows consumers to have access to
generation from a wide range of sources. Network operator then distributes the power to its
service area. As demand for electricity varies over time, supply must change almost instantly
to support this demand. Electricity consumption has been observed to follow strong daily and
seasonal patterns as illustrated in Figure 2.3. The total demand for North Island, New Zealand
can be seen fluctuating, increasing during winter in May and drops again during summer period
in November. The variation between low and high demand such as between summer night and
winter evening can be as high as 35%.
Figure 2.3 North Island, New Zealand Electricity Demand (Rolling 7 days) (reprinted from [Transpower New
Zealand 2017])
The fluctuation in demand and consumption imposes a challenge for network operators when
planning the capacity and operating the network. An increase in the number of connected
installation control points (ICPs) can result in an increase of demand beyond the available
installed capacity of the network which would require the network to be upgraded to meet
the load demand. As network operators in New Zealand are subject to regulatory provisions
under the Commerce Act 1986, their service charges to the consumer are limited [Commerce
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Commission 2017]. Conversely, as consumers become more efficient in their use of electricity
with the availability of energy-efficient appliances and the uptake of distributed generation,
the demand is likely to reduce, again impacting the revenues of network operators. A study,
commissioned by the Electricity Commission, on the uptake of energy-efficient appliances and
technologies in New Zealand projected that potential reduction of NZ’s base energy consumption
to be as much as 23% by 2016 [KEMA 2007]. It can be seen from Figure 2.2 that the difference
of electricity consumption in 2007 and 2015 is indifferent, with a difference of 33 GWh (the
estimated saving for residential was 2,633 GWh by 2016). As the amount saved are not measured
in the total NZ energy consumption, the discrepancies in the values are likely due to the savings
being hidden from the change of demographic in New Zealand. There has been a growth in
the gross domestic product (GDP) since the 2005 statement of opportunity (SOO) used by the
study which would consequently lead to an increase in electricity demand [Electricity Authority
Commission 2017]. With a better estimate on the likelihood of consumers uptake of technology
and a more granular load profile, robust scenario modelling can be established by evaluating the
occurrences of events. As the sectors discussed are directly connected to an EDN, a reduction
in demand would then require the operation of the existing network infrastructure to also be
efficient and optimised to maintain the return on network investment.
Initial use of electricity in New Zealand has been recorded since 1885. The electrical components
that have been installed since then would have been retired or replaced with newer components
to maintain network reliability and continuity of supply. The design specification of an electrical
components and its exposure to thermal stress during operation underpins its rating and useful
life. Standards such as “Power transformers, Part 7: Loading guide for oil-immersed power
transformers”, AS/NZS-60076.7 [AS/NZS TC EL-008 2013b] and “Electric cables - Calculation
of the current rating”, IEC 60287 [IEC TC 20 2006] have been developed to provide network
operators guidelines to safely operate the components on their network without overheating or
excessively degrading its useful life. Traditionally the rating and the capacity utilisation of these
components are determined based on conservative and static values due to limited knowledge
and technology available to monitor operational conditions. Considerable interests by different
institutions have been seen to monitor the environmental and thermal state of the components
to optimise the utilisation of the EDN [Yang and Strickland 2014b, Degefa et al. 2014]. In
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the literature, the study is better known as real time thermal rating or dynamic rating (DR).
Electrical component operating conditions such as the environmental conditions, circuit loading
and temperature are seen utilised to provide additional insight into decision making in an EDN
[Douglass and Edris 1999]. The next section provides a background on approach taken by
different EDN to evaluate the rating and make decision based on the capacity utilisation of their
network.
2.3 FUNDAMENTAL COMPONENTS OF A DISTRIBUTION NETWORK
To evaluate the current state of a distribution network in the area of capacity utilisation, the
fundamental components required for power delivery have been studied. This involved the study
of PTX and the circuits used to deliver the power from the source to the load centres. As circuits
consist of section with overhead lines (OHL), undeground cables (UGC) or combination of the
two (hybrid circuit), each of these will be evaluated separately and later evaluated collectively
to achieve the rating of the network. The presence of DR evaluation on electrical components
and its potential to network operators are highlighted focusing on the following criteria:
(a) Real time system viewing: Ability to actively evaluate the available capacity and
operational event.
(b) Fault and constraints determination: Ability to prompt potential thermal limits on
the network.
(c) Network optimisation and expansion planning: Ability to provide predictive evalu-
ation and optimise electrical components.
2.3.1 Power Transformers
Transformers are designed to transform voltage from one voltage level to another. At the dis-
tribution level, the voltage is stepped down from a higher voltage to a lower voltage level at
the consumer end. The transformer loading range varies from kilo Volt-Ampere (kVA) to mega
Volt-Ampere (MVA). The standard term used for power transformers are based on power trans-
formers having the loading capability of 2.5 MVA to 100 MVA whilst distribution transformers
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are for transformers with maximum rating of up to 2.5 MVA [IEC TC 14 2005]. This research
focuses on power transformers with loading capability between 2.5 MVA to 100 MVA and from
here on are referred to as just transformers.
A transformer’s loading capability is determined by evaluating the operating condition with
respect to the thermal limits of its parts during operation. This is to ensure the condition of its
materials are not excessively deteriorating due to thermal stress. Excessive heating causes the
material within a PTX to operate abnormally and can lead to a fire or a premature failure. The
international standards prepared by Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) in
IEEE C57.91 [IEEE C57.91 2012] and by International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) in
IEC 60076.7 [IEC TC 14 2005] provide guidelines on the loading capability of transformers. The
latter standard is also adapted by Standards Australia and New Zealand (AS/NZS) in AS/NZS
60076.7 [AS/NZS TC EL-008 2013b] to provide guidelines for New Zealand operating conditions.
These guidelines provide calculations and practical considerations to ensure the transformers are
operated safely.
Transformers experience heating and cooling during their operation, which can be used to evalu-
ate its operating temperature. The illustration shown in Figure 2.4 shows a typical heat transfer
experienced by a transformer with oil natural and air forced (ONAF) cooling. Based on the heat
transfer experienced, thermal models have been developed and used widely by network operators
to evaluate the hottest temperature within a PTX. For an ONAF PTX, its hot-spot temper-
ature can be modelled looking at the ambient temperature, top oil temperature and winding
temperature, given as [IEEE C57.91 2012],
θh(n) = θa + ∆θoil(n) + ∆θh (2.1)
where (θh(n)) is the hot-spot temperature, (θa) is the ambient air temperature, (∆θoil(n)) is
the top oil temperature rise over ambient temperature, and (∆θh) is the hot-spot temperature
rise over oil temperature rise. The subscript n denotes the evaluation at each time step of the
transformers operation.
Using the thermal model, the hot-spot temperature of a transformer is evaluated to ensure it
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Figure 2.4 Heat transfer of an ONAF transformer
is operating within the thermal limit. With exposure to a higher operating temperature, when
operating the transformer closer to its thermal limit, the work by [AS/NZS TC EL-008 2013b]
suggests the evaluation of the transformer’s loss of life, L, based on the relative ageing rate of
the paper material used at the windings, Vn, to represent the deterioration rate caused by the




Vn × tn (2.2)
Interest in the area of optimising the capacity utilisation of a transformer and evaluating its
condition sees institutions and utilities applying and validating the standard method. This
research includes work that advances the exponential model of power transformer heating to
allow consideration for non-linear cooling of transformers [Swift et al. 2001]. The equivalent
circuit derived by the work is re-illustrated in Figure 2.5 which represents the heat transfer from
winding-to-oil-to-air.
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Figure 2.5 Circuit representation of transformers heat transfer, re-illustrated based on [Swift et al. 2001]
The thermal model considers the oil, winding and external environment interface allowing a more
granular calculation and monitoring of the transformer loading capability. For a DR application,
a continuous stream of data are important to ensure the calculation are updated in a timely
manner. The work by [Nuijten et al. 2005] discusses the implementation of the model on 27 of
their transformers ranging from 18 MVA to 100 MVA equipped with top-oil and environmental
temperature sensors. The study found that the DR implementation on their network provides
their network operator a quick-scan of present and future loadings. The new information provides
their operators greater confidence in the headroom available during emergency situations. A
detailed analysis of different models for PTX is discussed further in Chapter 3.
2.3.2 Underground Power Cables
Underground power cables are used to distribute electric power from the source to the consumer.
Underground cables are insulated and their physical construction determines their ability to
carry current. For an electrical distribution network, the sizing of underground cables varies
between, but not limited to, a conductor with a cross sectional area of 16 mm2 to 800 mm2. A
conductor with bigger cross sectional area has a higher current carrying capacity. The use of
better conductive materials also further improves the carrying capacity of the cable. To study
the loading capabilities of an underground cable, the thermal resistance of the cable construction
is calculated to evaluate the ability for the heat generated by the current in the conductor to
be dissipated to the environment. This concept was first introduced in “The calculation of the
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temperature rise and load capability of cable systems” by [Neher and McGrath 1957] and later
adapted and improved in “Electric cables - Calculation of the current rating”, IEC 60287 [IEC
TC 20 2006] to incorporate additional findings. Since then, a series of improvements to the rating
evaluation of underground cables have been introduced to the electrical industry. A notable work
is in the area of solving the heat transfer equation for underground cables numerically to provide
an improved approximation of the temperature distribution in the soil surrounding the cables as
covered in IEC TR 62095 [IEC TC 20 2003]. The work in IEC 60287 provides a guideline on the
calculation of the current rating for various cable configurations such as in duct, direct buried,
grouped and combinations of these. The inaccuracy of the model lies in its approximation of the
cable as a line source placed in an infinite homogeneous surrounding medium. This limits its
application for cable configuration with multiple heat sources, which has been improved through
the approach taken by IEC TR 62095 [IEC TC 20 2003].
An underground cable experiences heating and cooling during its operation. The illustration
shown in Figure 2.6 shows the typical heat transfer experienced by an UGC. The heat transfer
across the UGC can be represented as an equivalent circuit to evaluate the thermal losses at
each of the cable layers where the losses, W are presented as a source and thermal resistance,
Tn as an impedance as shown in Figure 2.7. T3 is the thermal resistivity at the most outer layer
of the cables just before the external environment, T4 [IEC TC 20 2006].
The work presented in IEC 60287 suggests different thermal resistances, T1 to T4 to be con-
sidered for different cable constructions. This is valid as different cable configurations have
varying ability to dissipate heat. Most DR applications for UGC are seen taking this approach
which covers common cable configuration such as adjacent circuit in parallel to one another and
cables that has been backfilled with a common soil type [Chand and Brown 2017, Shun Hsien
et al. 2006].
As the configuration varies with application and can be more complex than those covered by the
standard, the work in IEC TR 62095 proposes heat transfer across the cable to be broken down
into smaller regions to provide a finer temperature distribution. The finite element method
(FEM) is one of the numerical methods suggested to solve the thermal model when a mixed
cable configuration exists [IEC TC 20 2003].
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Figure 2.6 Heat transfer of cables in group
Figure 2.7 Circuit representation of cables heat transfer
Based on the heat transfer principle of a solid with an internal heat generation, the temperature











+Wgen · T (2.3)
where, θ is the unknown temperature inside a trench of a cable configuration that has internal
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heat generation Wgen from the conductive materials at the cable conductor and screen wires.
Solving (2.3) for θ allows the temperature inside the trench to be calculated and the location
of the hot-spot temperature to be identified. The temperature solution from (2.3) via FEM has
been compared against the analytical method in IEC 60287. [Baazzim et al. 2014] found that the
use of FEM provides a more accurate and reliable computations of underground cable loading
capability compared to IEC 60287 as it provides flexibility and control of the cable construction
and is well suited when additional heating or cooling is present. The work by [Mushamalirwa
et al. 1988] highlighted that computation time requirement to solve the finite-element model
was of concern in the past, this is now less relevant with the advancement in technology and
improved methodology. This aspect is important as FEM computation used to take days, then
hours and with improved modelling this limitation can be further improved. The ability to
accurately model temperature distribution through DR evaluation allows operators to have a
better understanding of cable’s operation and its impact to the overall network. This then allows
optimisation on the selection of cable to be used for different environmental conditions.
2.3.3 Overhead Power Lines
Overhead power lines (OHL) are designed to carry electric current and are usually used in tandem
with underground cables to distribute electric power from the power source to the consumer.
Long strings or spans of overhead power lines are attached to poles and are used to distribute
electric power over a longer stretch of the network. Being out in the open, an overhead line is
more accessible to evaluate its operating conditions. This also means lines are more susceptible
to environmental variations compared to the other asset classes. The illustration shown in
Figure 2.8 shows a typical heat transfer experienced by an overhead line.
Environmental variations are beneficial to the line rating when a cooling effect is applied to
the asset such as during high wind speed. A heating effect such as the conductor exposure to
high solar radiation limits the utilisation of the overhead lines as it increases the net heat of the
conductor. Research by the International Council on Large Electric Systems (CIGRE) evaluates
the operational capability of an OHL based on the heat it generates and its exposure to external
heating and cooling, given as [CIGRE WG B2.12 2002],
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Figure 2.8 Heat transfer of bare overhead lines
m · cp ·
dθ
dt
= Wgen +Qsun −Qrad −Qconv (2.4)
where, θ is the unknown temperature of the conductor. A factor is applied for different conductor
types represented by m, the conductor’s mass and cp, the specific heat capacity. The OHL heat
transfer involves heating and cooling across the conductor evaluated per unit length. The heating
is due to the active power losses Wgen and absorbed solar energy, Qsun. Cooling is experienced
through radiation, Qrad to the environment and convection Qconv due to the heat removed from
the surface of the conductor being exposed to air.
The thermal model allows industry guidelines such as “IEEE Standard for Calculating the
Current-Temperature Relationship of Bare Overhead Conductors”, [IEEE 738 2013] to be pre-
pared to provide utilities the practical requirements for safe installation and utilisation of over-
head lines. Operating the overhead lines above its rating introduces risk to the public as the
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high temperature causes the overhead lines to sag and reduces the overhead line safety clearance
to ground. Research by [Rahim et al. 2010] demonstrates the use of the measured sag of the con-
ductor to validate the thermal model used for their DR application and shows that the thermal
and mechanical model can both be used in tandem to ensure both the safety and operational
benefits are achieved. The sag measurement technique mainly focuses on a certain span and can
only be applied to OHL. Additional interfaces will be required to consider other components
on the network. Operationally without a DR evaluation, the line clearances are assumed to be
within the regulatory limit as long as the lines are not operated above the stated manufacturer’s
rating and the design specification. With monitoring in place and calculation performed in a
continuous manner, the line clearances can be modelled and operators can be notified after a
certain threshold thus enabling real time system viewing and constraint determination.
2.3.4 Circuit Breaker
A circuit breaker is used to control, protect and isolate electrical components. It operates as a
switch which allows currents to flow through between two adjoining electrical components when
closed and break the connection when opened. Circuit breakers can be designed to either use oil,
air, gas, vacuum or a hybrid which encompass of air and gas technologies. The level of currents
that it can break depends on its current rating which varies for different arc-suppressing mate-
rial. The characteristics of breakers are given by international standards such as “High-voltage
switchgear and controlgear - common specifications”, IEC 62271 or AS 62271. The temperature
limit of the material that makes-up a circuit breaker varies from 75 degrees celsius (◦C) to 180◦C
[AS TC EL-007 2012]. The most limiting material of a circuit breaker (if used) is the bare-copper
contact of an air type circuit breaker which has a maximum operating temperature of 75◦C. The
temperature limit of other contacts are shown in Table 2.1
The circuit breakers selected for a circuit are normally rated higher than the current carrying
capacity of the circuit. The reason for this is to ensure in the event of a fault, the circuit remains
isolated and restricts damage caused to the rest of electrical components. A circuit breaker
mainly acts as a control point and has less pre-eminence in thermal rating applications compared
to the other electrical components discussed. The configuration of the electrical components and
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Table 2.1 Temperature limit of circuit breaker materials, reprinted from [AS TC EL-007 2012]
Contacts material and




Rise (◦C) at Ambient Air
Temperature < 40◦C
Bare-copper or bare-copper alloy
- in air 75 35
- in SF6 105 65
- in oil 80 40
Silver-coated or nickel-coated
- in air 105 65
- in SF6 105 65
- in oil 90 50
Tin-coated
- in air 90 50
- in SF6 90 50
- in oil 90 50
positioning of circuit breakers is however important as it directly links to the reliability of the
electricity supply. In delivering a reliable power supply, there are different ways the network can
be configured as shown in Figure 2.9. The solid square represents a circuit breaker whilst the
line represents the electrical network.
(a) Single bus (b) Ring bus (c) Main and transfer bus
Figure 2.9 Circuit breaker positioning for different network configuration, re-illustrated based on [Brown 2009]
A common substation configuration such as the ring bus allows for an alternative circuit to be
utilised during network contingency in the event of a failure [Brown 2009]. A series of circuit
breakers will operate to isolate the faulty circuit and redirect the electricity from an adjacent
circuit to maintain the network reliability. During a contingency event, the adjacent circuit is
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back-feeding the load from the faulty circuit on top of its base load. Therefore, prior to operating
the circuit breaker, network operators are required to have awareness on the available capacity
of the adjacent circuit. This criteria is identified as important for network operators to support
their decision making process to achieve real time system viewing and identify constraints.
With increased data matrices from DR evaluation, relevant information can be tailored to the
requirement of network operators and support their decision making process.
2.3.5 Attached Components
Apart from the electrical components already discussed, there are also smaller accessories that
make up an electrical distribution network. This includes cable termination, cable joints, cable
bushing and other contact materials. As discussed in Section 2.3.4, different contact materi-
als will have varying maximum temperature and maximum temperature rise depending on the
material and the type of dielectric used. The selection of components lies in engineering knowl-
edge to ensure accessories with the correct current rating are installed such that it allows safe
operation of the circuit involved under stress and normal operating conditions. For DR appli-
cations, the attached components are treated as a vessel and have no control on the circuits
attached. Research by network operators in Great Britain represents the number of attached
components with varying condition factors for its consideration in their network risk evaluation
[WG DNO UK 2017]. A DR application that’s employed with a risk evaluation provides an
increased assurance that the network is operated safely.
2.4 ENVIRONMENTAL PARAMETERS MODELLING
The electrical components exposure to the external environmental parameters can vary due
to seasonal variations, terrain and coverage. Studying the behaviour of these variations is
fundamental to the application of DR to evaluate the components temperature based on the
surrounding environmental conditions.
The environmental temperature fluctuates annually and daily, affected by variations in solar
radiation, atmospheric conditions and wind speed, each of which can be measured using sensors
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available within a weather station. Based on the heat transfer presented earlier for the differ-
ent electrical components in Section 2.3, changes to the surface environmental conditions are of
importance for PTX and OHL as it affects the components operating temperature. The envi-
ronmental temperature has been argued to be cyclic in nature and more prominent in countries
with seasonal temperature. This has led to the traditional practice of operating the electrical
component at seasonal maximum continuous ratings. In an ideal scenario, near worst-case sce-
narios for each season are used to evaluate the component rating. Departing from the ideal, the
environmental conditions per site will change over-time and the component’s rating should be
re-evaluated. An important aspect to highlight is that, although departing from the ideal, the
likelihood of an environmental condition to occur can still be measured based on the observed
occurrences to evaluate its impact to the electrical distribution network [Anders 1990, Billinton
and Li 1994].
For UGC, soil thermal properties are more important as it determines the ability for the heat
generated by the conductor to dissipate to the external environment. The soil’s ability to draw
the heat out varies for different soil types and moisture content. The interest on performing soil
measurement began since mid-1940 and measurement techniques such as the thermal needle ap-
proach, have been evaluated and introduced by the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) in
“Soil Thermal Resistivity and Thermal Stability Measuring Equipment” [EPRI EL-2128 1981].
The technique was recognised and adopted as a standard for soil temperature and thermal
resistivity measurements in [IEEE 442 1996, ASTM D5334-14 2014]. The soil temperature mea-
surement at the cable depth using the thermal needle approach only allows for measurement
at a fixed location. The model used for soil mapping by [Mitas and Mitasova 2005] provides
a technique to approximate unmonitored sites based on known environmental conditions. De-
tailed comparison of different interpolation techniques for spatial set of data such as Kriging and
inverse distance weighted (IDW) were discussed, with the later providing better control when
working with limited measurement points. Both techniques have been used for interpolating
scattered data points of climatic phenomena, soil properties, ground elevations and population
densities and well known in Geographic Information System (GIS) application [Mitas and Mi-
tasova 2005]. The ability to incorporate the interpolation technique for DR application will
provide network operators information on the environmental conditions at unmonitored site to
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identify the optimal electrical components required to meet the demand. Most DR applications
have been found lacking this ability as the emphasis has been on installing monitoring equipment
[Adapa and Douglass 2005].
2.5 DYNAMIC RATING APPLICATION GLOBALLY
As network operators move towards a smarter grid with improved monitoring and awareness of
network operating conditions, the amount of additional technology required to implement DR is
reduced. Depending on the environmental and component conditions, DR applications vary and
may not apply to all the components available on the network. The next subsections provide
examples of projects carried out in different parts of the world relating to DR applications for
varying environmental and operational conditions. The list of projects does not cover all the DR
applications globally but is provided to highlight the requirement of DR in a globally challenging
era where disruptive innovation exist and optimisation is the key to yield benefits from existing
investment.
(a) United Kingdom (U.K.)
In the U.K., £500 million was made available by Office of Gas and Electricity Markets
(OFGEM) through the Low Carbon Networks (LCN) fund from 2010 to 2014 to support
utilities in the testing and trialling of smart grid technologies and solutions. The funds
are applied towards projects that assist network operators in understanding the provi-
sion of security of supply subject to value for money as the UK moves towards a low
carbon economy. Examples of applications relating to DR in the U.K. are found in the
work undertaken by UK Power Networks and Scottish Hydro Electric Power Distribution
(SHEPD)[Michiorri et al. 2011].
UK Power Networks, London, maintain electricity cables and lines across the South East
and East of England ensuring continuity of supply. They are one of the recipients of the
LCN fund with £28 million allocated towards research in the area of demand side response,
distributed generation, impact of electrical heating and transport load and the use of
technology and tools towards improving network planning and operation. As part of the
research they investigated the use of an Active Network Management (ANM) platform that
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monitors critical grid locations, performs a specified action based on monitored conditions
and controls electricity flow to maximise the use of the grid for demand response. SHEPD,
Scotland, investigates the ANM deployment with a DR system to achieve real time rating
of their overhead line circuits located at a constraint location on its network. Based on
the studies carried out by SHEPD, with DR systems their average circuit curtailment was
estimated to reduce by 48% which allows a connection of an additional 4 megawatts of
additional generation units onto their existing infrastructure without having major network
reinforcement.
(b) United States of America (U.S.)
In the U.S., under the Smart Grid investment Grant (SGIG) program, over $500 million
of grants in government-sponsored projects have been applied towards electric distribution
smart grid investment, covering 13% of the total SGIG projects. The project includes
investment in devices, equipment and software to enable smart grid functions for various
electrical components. An example of a DR application in the U.S. is the work undertaken
by CenterPoint Energy [Castillo et al. 2012].
CenterPoint Energy, Texas has distribution substations that deliver power to about 5
million customers. The steady load growth and load demand experienced at each dis-
tribution transformer have lead them to introducing a transformer monitoring system
using an automation controller in 2012. The solution implemented is based on the ther-
mal model presented in “IEEE Guide for Loading Minirel-Oil-Immersed Transformers and
Step-Voltage Regulators”, [IEEE C57.91 2012] to monitor critical substation transformers
assets. The solution allows CenterPoint Energy to detect abnormalities in the transformer
loading capability and to then selectively schedule maintenance as required. The applica-
tion is expected to enable condition based maintenance and avoid unexpected outages due
to abnormal operating conditions.
(c) Asia
In Asia, there have been several advances in DR applications to improve monitoring of
underground cables’ temperature and circuit loading. The increased number of high rise
structures and increasing load demand in large cities are likely to define research require-
ments for underground cables, as utilities work towards optimising the use of their existing
infrastructure. An example of a DR application in Asia is the work undertaken by SP
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PowerGrid Ltd. (SP PowerGrid) [Li 2005].
SP PowerGrid in Singapore make use of distributed temperature sensing (DTS) equipment
to monitor the surrounding temperature of the underground cable to then predict the cable
rating. The DTS equipment uses fibre optic cables that are laid along the length of the
underground cables to determine the surrounding temperature. An advanced thermal
model was developed based on the cable standard, “Electric cables - Calculation of the
current rating”, IEC 60287 [IEC TC 20 2006] to estimate the cable surrounding soil thermal
parameters. The application allows SP PowerGrid to improve their rating selection under
normal loading and emergency loading conditions.
(d) Europe
Under the work carried out by the European Commission Joint Research Centre (JRC),
over e3 billion of investments have been made from 2002 to 2014 towards smart grid
projects, with a significant increase in investment by EDBs during the 2011 to 2013 period.
Smart grid applications are categorised into seven different categories with smart network
management covering e850 million (26%) of the total budget as shown in Figure 2.10. The
smart network management category considers implementations focusing on increasing the
operational flexibility of the electricity grid with a goal to improve the observability and
controllability of the networks. These include dynamic rating, real-time asset monitoring,
grid monitoring and other tools that observe and control the behaviour of the network.
An example of a DR application in Europe is the work undertaken by N.V Nuon Energy
(Nuon) [Nuijten et al. 2005].
Nuon, Netherlands implemented a pilot DR system on their existing 150kV overhead lines
and underground cables in 2005. In identifying the thermal limit along underground circuit,
an extensive soil survey was carried out to identify and rank the bottlenecks. The most
limiting section on the cable’s capacity is then used as the main DR indicator for the
underground section. The limiting section for overhead lines is determined by identifying
line clearances that restrict the line loading. Based on Nuon’s experiences their DR system
provides grid controllers with a quick-scan of present and possible future loadings. Under
emergency situation, the network operators are also able to identify possible outage and
failure scenarios.
(e) New Zealand
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Figure 2.10 Investment per smart grid application category in Europe (reprinted from [European Commission
JRC 2014])
Some of the work on DR in New Zealand has been carried out before smart grid was
coined. Early adoption of DR has been found on the transmission network and used to
distribute long stretch of OHL from generation sites located in rural region to a more
populated area. Maximising the capacity utilisation of existing network is favourable to
justify the initial investment. Uncertainty in demand and cost-benefit of an investment
however increases the challenges of making a justified investment. DR has been used
to provide improved awareness of the network capacity utilisation and greater control of
asset capability. Increased applications of DR can be seen and are not limited to OHL.
An example of such advancement in New Zealand is the different work undertaken by
Transpower New Zealand on their OHL and UGC. [Raniga and Rayudu 2000, Chand and
Brown 2017]
In 1996, Transpower New Zealand trialled the implementation of DR on two of their 220kV
OHL. Several tension monitoring devices were used to evaluate the line clearance and the
OHL rating. Each device was able to measure the conductor tension up to 50 towers away
which provides a good justification for application on a transmission network. Based on
the implementation, it was found the capacity gain on their OHL can be up to 2 times
more than the static rating for 20% of the time. The work has enabled them to have
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real time system viewing and identifying constraint determination when operating the DR
on-demand [Raniga and Rayudu 2000].
For practicality reasons, such as urban areas where line clearance issues exist and areas
where vehicle access is limited, the use of OHL is less favourable, and the use of UGC
can be justified. Since the cost of an UGC installation is normally higher than that of
an OHL, it is important for network operators to understand the condition, performance
and utilisation of the installed UGC to maximise its useful life. Detailed modelling of the
cable construction, temperature measurement and graphical user interface are some of the
aspects that ensure DR end-user have confidence and visibility of the UGC performance
[Chand and Brown 2017].
2.6 DISCUSSION
In a regulated electricity market such as New Zealand where revenue is capped, each capital
investment on the network has to be justified and prioritised to ensure a reliable supply of
electricity whilst keeping the cost down for the consumers. Network operators face a number
of challenges in ensuring a reliable power supply to its customers. As presented in Section 2.2,
this includes challenges such as planning a network with varying load demand. Over-investment
can results in stranded or under utilised assets and under-investment can result in a capacity
shortage during high demand. To maintain a reliable supply of electricity, capacity shortage
on a circuit would require network operators to investigate and provide a solid justification on
network reinforcement, due to limited funds available. Infrastructure that has deteriorated and
showing poor reliability would also need to be managed and plans set-up to distribute the cost
of maintenance and replacement to maintain a healthy operational cost.
The planning of an EDN focuses on designing a network that allows each of the electrical
components to be utilised in synergy to meet the load demand. The configuration and utilisation
of the circuit on a distribution network determines its reliability. One of the keys to maintaining
network reliability is to obtain as much information on the system as fast as possible, to quickly
relieve the network constraint. Through DR’s ability to provide real time system viewing, the
potential to back-feed a circuit is readily known from increased knowledge of the network’s
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operating conditions [Adapa and Douglass 2005]. The work by [Schell et al. 2012] initially
identified a capacity constraints when integrating two distributed generation system onto their
existing infrastructure. However, with the visibility of their DR implementation, an improved
knowledge of the circuit capacity was available, with an increase of potential capacity of up to
50%, thus delaying the investment needed to increase the circuit capacity. Most utilities have the
ability to determine alternative circuits during network contingency through load flow analysis
based on static rating (SR) values. These rating however may not represent the true available
capacity at the time of operation which limits the selection of alternative circuits. Through DR
the load flow analysis is able to account for the actual available capacity on the circuit when
restoring the network.
EDN are exposed to varying environmental and operational events that influence the electrical
component’s operating temperature. Under extreme weather conditions the possibility of the
components to be thermally overloaded are likely, leading to outages due to thermal stresses. The
time it takes for electrical components to reach its maximum operating temperature varies with
the load applied. A higher temperature limit for a fixed time frame was found possible to a lightly
loaded components without excessively reducing the useful life of the components [AS/NZS TC
EL-008 2013b]. Through DR, the component operating temperatures are calculated over time to
provide insight into fault and constraints determination. The improved knowledge of the asset
utilisation allows load transfer to be performed more effectively as discovered by [Adapa and
Douglass 2005] thus improving their power system reliability.
The implementation of DR to optimise the network utilisation in EDN varies for different network
configuration and system requirements but relies on the availability of data such as the circuit
loading and environmental conditions to evaluate the electrical components operating conditions
due to heating and cooling. An interface would also be required to send, capture and process the
data to perform evaluation and gain insight [Raniga and Rayudu 2000]. With increased number
of components and environmental conditions being monitored in the field, network operators are
facing challenges and looking at better ways to convert the increasing amount of field data into
information that can be used for decision making. These have led to different approaches of DR
implementation to be investigated to suit the needs of different EDNs. An embedded hardware
implementation for DR has been seen to provide an active control system at the substation relay
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which processes the operational and environmental data on-site to evaluate the optimisation
opportunities of the network [Michiorri 2010]. The research uses a combination of international
standard and factors from its national standard in United Kingdom to calculate the component’s
rating. As installation configurations vary and not all are presented in the standard, there is
room for improvement to easily up-scale a DR application. The components available on a
network dictate the effort required for a DR application to a wider network. Depending on
the majority of the components available on the network, the selected DR application can be
focussed on a single component type, such as the DR development work carried out for just
OHL [Ausen et al. 2006]. The approach involves a replica of the overhead conductor installed
in parallel to the actual conductor. A controller that is attached to the replica conductor is
used to evaluate the rating of the actual conductor without having a direct attachment to it.
The approach allows modelling of the actual component without having an outage to install the
required hardware. The approach however will not justify the required cost to install the replica
to monitor multiple span, a tension monitoring equipment would be better justified [Raniga and
Rayudu 2000]. As the hardware only models OHL, the DR development work does not apply
for PTX and UGC.
The research on DR focuses on the evaluation of electrical components actual rating capability
for varying operating conditions. Research on OHL is the most studied due to its exposure to
varying operating conditions and seen as having the most variable potential capacity [Raniga and
Rayudu 2000]. The work on UGC also sees a lot of interest and models developed to simulate its
surrounding thermal parameters during operation due to limited direct access to perform thermal
measurements along the UGC. A distributed temperature sensing (DTS) monitoring system has
been used to measure the temperature along the UGC using fibre optic cables. The thermal
parameters of the soil along the UGC can then be estimated using the measured temperature
values [Li 2005]. The study on PTX focuses on not only its loading capability but also its
condition assessment due to the high cost of the component. Through DR, an abnormality
during operation found on the transformer thermal loading and condition assessment allows
selective scheduled maintenance to avoid prolonged exposure to abnormal operating conditions
[Nuijten et al. 2005].
Increased monitoring of component operating and environmental conditions has allowed network
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operators to make use of the available data to support decision making. The application of DR
enables grid intelligence on an EDN and provides information for decision making. DR has been
presented to allow operational rules to be established from real time system viewing, identifying
fault and constraints and allows selective network reinforcement. Initial DR applications only
sees researchers focusing on one part of the problem at a time. This leads to a lack of holistic
view on the integration with other parts of the network involved and was highlighted as an issue
for DR implementation [Castillo et al. 2012]. Over time, more components are being considered
for DR application which provides improved control of the network, utilising different part of
the network to improve system reliability [Nuijten et al. 2005, Michiorri et al. 2011]. Different
models are seen applied to evaluate the thermal rating of various components and can vary
either through a simplified approach based on empirical tables to present the de-rating and
up-rating factor, or detailed modelling based on heat transfer, solving it analytically or a finer
approximation using numerical analysis such as the finite-element method.
Existing DR applications available in literature are seen to focus mainly on pre-existing installed
components and also lacks an evaluation of the DR application impact across different part of the
business, either network planning, operation or asset management where decisions are required.
The identified gap is a comprehensive decision support tool that allows network operators to eval-
uates the capacity utilisation across the installed and planned electrical components depending
on varying operational scenarios and provides a measurable criteria. This research investigates
different ways the developed tool are used in decision making process for EDN. This research
proposes to introduce a tool to score and evaluate different electrical components based on its
rating, constraints and loss-of-life during operation to benefit network operation, planning and
asset management.
2.7 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
This chapter has introduced the basic concepts, data structure and asset parameters that are
relevant to determine the assets’ capacity utilisation. Research on evaluation of capacity utilisa-
tion based on thermal ratings for different asset classes has shown capacity gain and improved
reliability management on electrical distribution networks. Thermal rating evaluation based on
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hardware installations provides confidence in the thermal rating calculations. The approaches
however were described as more costly and only caters for specific network configurations which
limits a wider network application. The use of computational tools and interpolation of known
data points were discussed and found to provide a better alternative for a wider network im-
plementation. A novel solution has been proposed to quantify the asset capacity utilisation and
provides criteria for network operators, planning and asset management to perform management
decisions. The detailed modelling and implementation of the tool on a distribution network is





In this chapter, the development of the predictive asset rating (PAR) system model is presented.
The model has been developed at Unison Networks Limited (UNL), New Zealand, as part of
this research. This chapter introduces the modelling techniques considered for inclusion into the
PAR system, covering the modelling of electrical components, environmental conditions, and
evaluation criteria. The chapter finishes with a discussion on the comparison of the different
rating evaluation models and criteria used for management decision.
3.2 MODELLING OF ELECTRICAL COMPONENTS
Distribution networks consist of components that are connected together to make up a power
delivery system. These components are exposed to varying environmental conditions during op-
eration. Based upon standard practice, the component utilisation is determined by its ability to
remain operational without excessively degrading its condition. During operation, the heat gen-
erated by the flow of current through the component’s body, increases its temperature and the
surrounding environment. Because environmental conditions vary, the components are exposed
to effects of cooling and heating from parameters such as high wind speed for cooling and high
solar radiation for heating. The overall temperature of these components can be approximated
by modelling the heat transfer that occurs between the components and the surrounding envi-
ronment. The following section discusses the underlying model to determine the rating of power
transformers, underground cables and overhead lines based on a heat transfer model. Relevant
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standards and literature are first highlighted, followed by suggested improvement which has been
developed and implemented to allow the following:
(a) Ease of implementation: the model are able to easily integrate with common data that
network operators have.
(b) Flexible: the model are able to consider different operating scenario and environmental
conditions.
(c) Modular : the model is developed as a building block which can be simulated on its own
or combined.
3.2.1 Power transformers
At the distribution level, there are two main categories of transformers, liquid filled and dry type.
The dry type transformers are generally used in areas with high health and safety restrictions in
cases of fire risk such as mining sites and underground sub-stations. This study focuses on EDB
that mainly uses liquid filled transformers from here on referred to as just a power transformers
(PTX).
A PTX consists of core and windings that is immersed in a tank of mineral oil as illustrated
in Figure 3.1a. The oil provides an insulation layer and keeps the heat producing elements
within the transformers tank cool during operation through natural or forced convection. When
the transformer operates, the temperature of the oil increases, reducing its density and specific
gravity, thus rising up and circulates upwards through the inlet of the cooler and later flows
through the radiator as the fluid starts to cool down and back to cooling the winding. The
cooling of the oil can also be accelerated through forced cooling via the use of fans and pumps
to allow improved heat transfer rate [Kulkarni and A. 2004]. The oil flow in different type of
transformers is illustrated in Figure 3.1.
The different designation of cooling refers to the method used for dissipation of heat from the oil
to the atmosphere. Whether the oil circulates in the tank naturally through natural process, or
accelerated by force using pump or directed if the cooling oil has been directed to flow through
the windings. Due to the flow of the oil the transformers will have varying temperature across its
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(a) Oil Natural-Air Natural
(ONAN)
(b) Oil Forced-Air Forced (OFAF) (c) Oil Directed-Air Forced (ODAF)
Figure 3.1 Transformer cooling types, re-illustrated based on ([Kulkarni and A. 2004])
tank. This process can be illustrated as a simplified thermal model shown in Figure 3.2b. If we
assume that the transformer windings are heating the oil at a constant rate, the oil temperature
will have a linear increase from the bottom of the winding to the top. When considering the
hottest spot within a transformer body, θh, this thermal model would then approximate the spot
to be at the top of the winding where the oil is at its hottest temperature. Additionally, the
winding would also be experiencing heating from the stray losses leading to temperature rise
across the winding.
(a) Heat transfer of power transformer (b) Thermal model representa-
tion of power transformers, re-
illustrated based on [AS/NZS TC
EL-008 2013b]
Figure 3.2 Simplified relative positions and temperature gradient within transformer’s tank
Depending on the type of cooling, either forced or natural, the transformers will have varying
temperature rise within its tank. The thermal characteristics of different type of transformers
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is determined by performing a heat-run test for a set duration and monitor the relative increase
of the different parts of the transformers relative to steady-state value. An illustration for the
hot-spot-to-top-oil is shown in Figure 3.3 [AS/NZS TC EL-008 2013a].
Figure 3.3 Relative increase of a temperature gradient[AS/NZS TC EL-008 2013a]
The transformer’s thermal characteristics provides a measure of the transformers operating con-
dition against different cooling and heating that it experiences. To evaluate the potential capacity
utilisation of a transformer, different transformer models are explored, highlighting important
findings and then providing suggested modifications and applications to allow for evaluation by
an EDN.
3.2.1.1 Analysis of models for rating of power transformers
The aim in evaluating the transformer rating is to determine the hottest temperature within
a transformer’s tank for a given loading and cooling type such that the temperature does not
lead to accelerated ageing of the transformers. This rule has been well embraced in the power
transformers loading guide since 1945 by American Institute of Electrical Engineers transformer
subcommittee [AIEE 1945]. The advancement in temperature monitoring technology through
fibre optic sensors allows for temperature measurements within the transformer tank to be
performed and has led to better understanding of power transformer thermal characteristics
and advancing its thermal model. This has been well captured by the international standard
“IEEE Guide for Loading Mineral-Oil-Immersed Transformers and Step-Voltage Regulators”,
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IEEE C57.91 [IEEE C57.91 2012] and similar adaptation in IEC 60076.7 [IEC TC 14 2005]
and AS/NZS 60076.7 [AS/NZS TC EL-008 2013b] to incorporate the findings to its national
operating conditions. The evaluation of the thermal model in AS/NZS 60076.7 are similar in
parts to [IEC TC 14 2005], referencing to its work. The two are mentioned interchangeably in
this report when analysing the power transformers model.
The evaluation of temperature in ◦C for transformer rating calculations looks at the heat transfer
experienced by a transformer and is modelled by evaluating three major thermal components
given as [IEEE C57.91 2012]
θh = θa + ∆θoil + ∆θh (3.1)
where, θa is the ambient temperature, ∆θoil is the top oil temperature rise over ambient tem-
perature rise and ∆θh is the hot spot temperature rise over oil temperature rise. The thermal
components looks at the dependencies on each part of the transformers body, from the heating
of the winding, to the heating of the oil and to the cooling of the oil by air. The heat transfer
process can be represented as an equivalent circuit as shown in Figure 3.4, showing source as
heating, resistor as thermal resistance and capacitor as thermal capacitance. Monitoring the
changes of these thermal variables over time is the key to thermal rating application. The
thermal variables are dependent on the transformer cooling type as discussed later in (3.6) and
(3.7).
Figure 3.4 Circuit representation of transformers heat transfer, re-illustrated based on [Swift et al. 2001]
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In exploring the time response (in minutes) of the top oil and hot spot temperature rise during
transient conditions, [IEEE C57.91 2012] presented an exponential equation of the temperature
rises driven by the time constant of the oil, τoil and time constant of the winding, τw. The
temperature rise at different time step relates to the thermal constant by
∆θoil = (∆θoil,r −∆θoil,i) · (1− e
− t
τoil ) + ∆θoil,i (3.2)
for temperature rise of the oil, ∆θoil, and
∆θh = (∆θh,r −∆θh,i) · (1− e−
t
τw ) + ∆θh,i (3.3)
for temperature rise of the winding, ∆θh.
The temperature rise of the oil and winding relates to the ratio of the loading from initial
(subscript i) to the rated load (subscript r). The relationship varies for different PTX depending
on its cooling mode. The PTX thermal characteristics is obtained by performing a heat-run test
as illustrated earlier in Figure 3.3. The relationship between the top-oil to a change in load is
[IEEE C57.91 2012],






and the relationship for the winding temperature to a change in load is
∆θh,n = ∆θh,r ·K2yn (3.5)
where, ∆θoil,n and ∆θh,n is the top-oil rise over ambient temperature and hot spot rise over
top-oil temperature respectively at the time considered and the terms ∆θoil,r and ∆θh,r is the
parameters at rated load. The term R is the rated load and Kn is the ratio of load considered to
the rated load. The effect of change in resistance due to the changes in load is accounted by the
transformers oil exponent, x, whilst the winding exponent, y account for the effect of change in
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resistance and oil viscosity [IEEE C57.91 2012]. The exponent values for various cooling mode
are shown in Table 3.1.
The oil in a transformer acts as a coolant to remove the heat from the windings. The oil
temperature rises as it comes into contact with the transformer’s winding and becomes cooler
at the bottom of the winding as the oil circulates in the tank and radiator. Depending on the
transformers cooling mode (either natural or forced oil flow), the thermal capacity of the oil
varies. For natural cooling of the oil, the empirical formula of its thermal capacity, C (Ws/K)
is [AS/NZS TC EL-008 2013b]
C = 0.132 · (mass of core and coil assembly in kilograms)
+ 0.0882 · (mass of the tank and fittings in kilograms)
+ 0.4 · (mass of the oil in kilograms)
(3.6)
whereas forced cooling of the oil would allow a higher thermal capacity of the oil given as
C = 0.132 · (mass of core and coil assembly in kilograms)
+ 0.132 · (mass of the tank and fittings in kilograms)
+ 0.58 · (mass of the oil in kilograms)
(3.7)
This leads to a varying oil time constant, τoil in minutes at the rated load, which is a function
of thermal capacity, C, average oil temperature rise above ambient at rated load, ∆θoil,r and
losses at rated load, Pr evaluated as [AS/NZS TC EL-008 2013b]
τoil =
C ·∆θoil,r · 60
Pr
. (3.8)
The hot spot temperature rise is associated with the heating from the transformer’s winding.
The winding time constant depends on the mass and thermal capacity of the winding evaluated
as [AS/NZS TC EL-008 2013b]
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τw =
mw · C · g
60 · Pw
(3.9)
where, τw is the winding time constant in minutes at rated load, mw is the mass of the winding
in kg, C is the specific heat capacity of the conductor material, g is the difference between the
winding and oil temperature at rated load and Pw is the winding loss in Watts. As illustrated
in Figure 3.4, the thermal resistance and capacitance both affects the hot-spot temperature in
a transformer.
The heat-run test carried out by transformer’s manufacturers allows EDN to make use of the
thermal characteristic obtained for steady state condition. As the core size and fittings varies for
different transformer manufacturer, the best accuracy is achieved by obtaining test results. This
is of course not always practical as some transformers have been installed prior to the availability
of fibre optic sensors installation within the transformers windings. Based on standard design
specification and conservative heat-run test results, the use of transformer thermal characteristics
listed in Table 3.1 [IEC TC 14 2005] has been adopted.
Table 3.1 Recommended thermal characteristics for exponential equations [AS/NZS TC EL-008 2013b]
Constant parameters Transformer cooling mode
ONAN1 ONAF1 OF1 OD1
Oil exponent, x 0.8 0.8 1.0 1.0
Winding exponent, y 1.3 1.3 1.3 2.0
Constant, k11 0.5 0.5 1.0 1.0
Constant, k21 3.0 2.0 1.3 1.0
Constant, k22 2.0 2.0 1.0 1.0
Time constant, τoil 150 150 90 90
Time constant, τwl 7 7 7 7
1Note:
ONAN - Oil Natural Air Natural
ONAF - Oil Natural Air Forced
OF - Oil Forced
OD - Oil Directed
For dynamic rating applications, changes of loading and environmental conditions are monitored
over time. Evaluating the hot-spot temperature based on the heat transfer equation in (3.1) for
a changing input by solving the exponential equation in (3.2) and (3.3) for each time step allows
the evaluation of the transformer rating. The exponential equation however, does not allow
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flexibility in considering additional heating and cooling finding its implementation to be limited
for a step-change in load. To allow better approximation of the temperature with respect to
the load changes and external environmental conditions, the evaluation of (3.1) based on the
difference equation is considered [AS/NZS TC EL-008 2013b]. The algorithm involves evaluating
the output sample, θ, at time, n based on the past input samples, (n − 1)th, the present input
samples, nth and the past output samples θ(n−1)th for each of the evaluation in the time domain,
t. The evaluation of an output based on the difference equation from here on are denoted with
a letter D. Based on difference equation, the hot-spot temperature from (3.1) is then given by
[AS/NZS TC EL-008 2013b]










· (∆θor)− (θo − θa)
]
. (3.11)
The term ∆θh1(n) and ∆θh2(n) in (3.10) relates to the hot-spot temperature rise before and after
the effect of changing oil flow as it passes the hot-spot. Based on [AS/NZS TC EL-008 2013b]


















(k21 − 1) ·∆θhrKy −∆θh2(n)
]
(3.13)
The terms were defined in previous equations. The two hot-spots are considered separately when
evaluating the rating of transformers to take into account of the fact that the oil flow moves at
a slower rate as it moves away from the winding and starts cooling down. Different approach to
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rating evaluation of transformers has been presented in Chapter 2. The difference equation from
(3.10) has been adopted in the PAR system. To allow flexibility in evaluating different type of
transformers, equations (3.11), (3.12) and (3.13) have been integrated with the transformer’s
thermal characteristic presented in Table 3.1. The transformer’s operation state, such as fan
information and tap location, has also been incorporated to switch between the different thermal
constants.
3.2.2 Underground power cables
An underground power cable consist of a metallic conductor at its core and constructed together
with additional protective layers to maintain continuous operation whilst buried underground.
Some typical cable configurations are shown in Figure 3.5.
Figure 3.5 Typical cable cross sections (re-illustrated based on [Willis 2004])
The simplest cable configuration consists of a one phase conductor with an insulation material
as illustrated in Figure 3.5(a). To provide a return path for fault current, a neutral wire is
used which can be embedded onto the cable configuration as illustrated in Figure 3.5(b) instead
of using a separate neutral wire. Newer cables are often configured with an outer jacket to
provide additional protective layer to minimise water ingress and corrosion of the neutral wire
as illustrated in Figure 3.5(c). Using three single-phase cables, a three-phase circuit can be
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achieved. Alternatively, a single cable with three fully-insulated phase conductors can be used
as illustrated in Figure 3.5(d) and Figure 3.5(e). The later consist of a neutral wire to avoid the
need of having a separate neutral wire.
3.2.2.1 Analysis of models for rating of underground cables
In 1932, an article entitled “Calculation of the Electrical Problems of Underground Cables” by
[Simmons 1932] was recognised by the industry as a guideline on the subject of underground cable
rating at the time. In an effort to further improve the calculations and to accurately model cables
that are laid in ducts, Neher and McGrath published a paper, “Temperature and Load Capability
of Cable Systems” extending the work of Simmons to evaluate for varying cable construction
[Neher and McGrath 1957]. Their paper highlights the rating procedures and presents a study
on the effects of the loading cycle and the temperature rise of the conductor for different cable
construction. Since then, the work has been internationally accepted by EDBs leading to the
standardisation of rating procedures in the 1980s by the IEC electric cable technical committee,
TC 20, in IEC 60287 for maximum continuous rating [IEC TC 20 2006] and in IEC 60853 for
transient and cyclic studies [IEC TC 20 1985].
The aim in evaluating the cable current rating is to determine the conductor temperature for a
given current loading or, conversely, to determine the tolerable load current for a given conductor
temperature. The procedure involves evaluating current-dependent heat producing elements and
voltage-dependent heat losses from insulation. The rating for an underground cables is calculated
by modelling the rate at which the heat is transferred through each layer of the cable’s cross
section, from the conductor to its external environment. Based on Joules first law, as an electric
current flows through a conductor, the amount of heat being generated is proportional to the
square of the current multiplied by the electrical resistance of the conductor such that,
Wc ∝ I2 ·R · t (3.14)
where, Wc is the amount of heat (W/m) generated by the conductor, I is the electric current
(amps) flowing through the conductor, R is the electrical resistance (Ω/m) of the conductor and
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t is the duration of the load. Cables are also composed of an insulation made of a dielectric
material which behaves as a capacitor to reduce the effect of electromagnetic interference. As
the field dissipates through the insulation, the electric charges that flows through the insulation
at a lower voltage level are negligible. However at a higher voltage level and as the cable
ages or becomes damaged, the charges are able to flow through more freely causing additional
heating. The heating associated with the dielectric loss, Wd (W/m), can be evaluated as [IEC
TC 20 2006],
Wd = ω · C · U20 · tan δ (3.15)
where, ω is the system frequency in radians per second, C is the capacitance (F/m) of the
insulating material, U0 is the system voltage to earth and tan δ is the loss factor of the insulation
at system frequency. The conductor temperature (θc) rise above ambient temperature (θa),
∆θUGC can then be considered to be composed of two components. The temperature rise due to
the thermal losses in the cable, ∆θc and the temperature rise due to dielectric loss, ∆θd, given
by the following relationship [Neher and McGrath 1957],
∆θUGC = θc − θa = ∆θc + ∆θd (3.16)
The heat generated by a single conductor is distributed radially to the external environment.
The rate of heat dissipation (W/m) through each layer is dependent on the thermal resistance
(◦.C.m/W) of the layers. The temperature rise in the cable can then be expressed as the
combination of all the heat transfer at each layer as a factor of the heat generated giving
∆θc = Wc ·
N∑
n=1
λcn · Tn (3.17)
and
∆θd = Wd ·
N∑
n=1
λdn · Tn (3.18)
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where, Wc and Wd are the heat losses in one conductor, N is the number of layers from the
conductor to the external environment, λcn is the ratio of the losses at successive layer to the
total losses of the conductor in the cable, λdn is the ratio of the losses at successive layer to the
total losses of the insulation in the cable. An illustration of the layers as an equivalent circuit
where the heat losses are presented as a source and thermal resistance, Tn, as an impedance is
shown in Figure 3.6
Figure 3.6 Thermal model circuit representation for an underground cable
Through the equivalent circuit, it can be seen that each layer within an underground cables
will have a direct influence onto the final hot-spot temperature, θh. Evaluating these losses over
time would allow a thermal rating application to be achieved at varying time-steps. Rearranging






n=1 λcn · Tn
]0.5
(3.19)
where, Rac is the alternating current resistance per unit length (Ω/m) of the conductor at the
maximum operating temperature. Solving (3.16) analytically allows the evaluation of temper-
ature for a given loading whilst (3.19) leads to the evaluation of current for a given conductor
temperature. The equation is evaluated to determine the temperature, ∆θUGC that allows the
hottest spot across the cables to remain below the operating temperature limit as to not accel-
erate the degradation of the insulation material.
Cables are surrounded by external environmental conditions which affect their operating condi-
tion, denoted by T4. Monitoring and accurately evaluating the impact of external environmental
conditions onto the cables allows a study of its rating utilisation looking at the cable’s heat trans-
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fer to the external environment, Q (W/m). For the heat transfer problem shown in Figure 3.7,
the Kennelly formula has been used by [Neher and McGrath 1957] to evaluate the temperature
distribution to a point, P (x, y) by assuming the temperature rise across the Earth’s surface
being zero and is uniform. This was proven true by [Bauer and Nease 1957] by taking multiple
measurements along a cylindrical heating elements buried at varying depth. Doing so then leads
to the assumption that a heat source, +Q, will have an image of it with a heat sink, −Q, giving










where, Q is the heat source, Tearth is the thermal resistivity of the earth, L is the depth to the
centre of the heat source and dearth is the distance to the heat source which is in contact with
the earth.
Figure 3.7 Heat distribution based on solution of image
This procedure, however, leads to reduced accuracy due to the approximation of Tearth in a
complex construction that has multiple circuits and changing thermal resistivity layers of the
earth. It also considers the heat transfer from the centre of the cable to its external layer to
be uniform. An alternative model to improve the approximation has been suggested by using a
finite element method (FEM) in “Electric cables -– Calculation of the current rating — Finite
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element method”, IEC TR 62095, [IEC TC 20 2003]. For an underground construction with
a surface temperature θ(x, y, t) changing over time, t that has underground cables buried in
a spatial location at depth, y (meter) and positioned horizontally at x (m), the temperature
distribution within the cable laying can be evaluated as a solid with a heat conduction equation,











+Wgen,n · Tn (3.21)
where, Wgen,n is the heat generation from the cable n, Tn is the effective thermal resistivity of
the immediate material and α is the thermal diffusivity of the medium. The solution of the par-
tial differential equation (PDE) (3.21) evaluating for temperature, θ represents the temperature
distribution within a cable laying. Numerical approximation techniques such as the finite dif-
ference method (FDM) and FEM can be used to solve the PDE. However, due to the limitation
of FDM in approximating a curved surface [IEC TC 20 2003], the method is not considered for
modelling the underground cables. The FEM approach involves transforming the heat equation
into a system of equations containing a set of carefully chosen elements to solve the PDE by
assigning a selection of points called nodes onto the surface with an assumed temperature values,
θ1→n. Then, refining the nodes into smaller domains known as elements will lead to several ele-
ment that covers the surface. The illustration in Figure 3.4 shows an example of approximating
a two-dimensional surface (x, y) as a triangular plane with temperature, θ in the z-axis.
This leads to the approximation of the curved surface as a linear combination of the element
function to evaluate the approximation of the temperature distribution, θ(x, y). A comparison
between the analytical method presented in equation (3.16) [IEC TC 20 2003] and FEM by
[Baazzim et al. 2014] found that the analytical method by IEC over-estimates the ampacity of the
cables when comparing for different ambient temperature, cable depth and thermal resistivity.
The comparison for varying depth is shown in Figure 3.9 which shows over-estimates in the IEC
method at shallower depth. The author invites the reader to view the reference for the remaining
comparison.
The rating evaluation based on (3.19) are found to be narrowly confined to calculation of a rating
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Figure 3.8 Modelling of a two-dimensional scalar function using triangular elements
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Figure 3.9 Comparison of IEC and FEM ampacity calculation at varying depth, re-illustrated based on
[Baazzim et al. 2014]
given a temperature constraint. They are less useful when installations deviate significantly from
those covered (such as the presence of heterogeneous soil layers or when one wishes to calculate a
temperature other than that of the conductor) making the model based on FEM more favourable
for rating and temperature evaluation across the cable layers.
For a cable construction with a temperature distribution defined as (3.21) having a cross sectional
region, Ω, with boundary, δΩ, the solution condition based on Dirichtlet boundary value problem
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+Wgen · T, in Ω
θ = θB, on δΩ
(3.22)
The boundary relates to the fact that an arbitrary cross section will be considered (eg. a 5m x
10m region), the temperature outside the region is considered as having the same temperature
as the boundary. The temperature θ = θ(x, y, t) at each point x, y and time, t can be obtained
by solving (3.21) based on the BVP, such as the work presented in IEC TR 62095 [IEC TC











−K = 0 (3.23)
where, χe is the function that describes the temperature distribution within an area of interest,
Θn is the FEM nodal values and E is the number of elements. The third equality represent
the temperature distribution as matrix where, H is the heat conductivity matrix, Qc the heat
capacity matrix and K is a vector which expresses the distribution of heat sources and heat
sinks over the region of interest. To evaluate the temperature distribution based on FEM on
a continuous basis, the matrices, the nodal values and its derivatives have to be re-evaluated
based on the change of heating and environmental conditions as presented in equation (3.21).
As the number of elements can be significantly large (eg. a 200,000 x 200,000 matrix used to
discretise a 5m x 10m region as shown in Figure 3.8), the evaluation for each element is very
time consuming. To improve this step for thermal rating application, the following factorisation
of equation (3.23) is proposed:
Substituting H with L, where,
L = (A · ConductivityIdentity ·A′+
B · ConductivityIdentity ·B′).
(3.24)
Substituting Q with M , where,
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M = (C ·DensitySpecHeatIdentity · C ′+
diag(C ·DensitySpecHeatIdentity · C ′)).
(3.25)












, i = j




ρi · ci, i = j
0, i 6= j
(3.28)
The factorisation in (3.24) and (3.25) represent the matrices in (3.23) as products of matrices
that themselves relate to the mesh structure and thermal properties within the cross section.
Where, matrix A, B and C is the partial derivative of the triangulation in x, y and unit height
respectively. This way, when an environmental condition value changes, a new mesh does not
have to be generated to consider the new environmental conditions.
3.2.3 Overhead power lines
Overhead lines can be categorised into two-types, bare conductors and insulated conductors.
The lines are made up of several strands of conductors. A higher tensile strength conductor can
be used as reinforcement as illustrated in Figure 3.10 to reduce the amount of the line sag during
operation. For an insulated overhead line, the insulation layer will be visible at the outmost
layer.
An insulated overhead line is modelled as a cable in air taking into account the solar radiation
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Figure 3.10 Cross-section of bare overhead line conductor
and wind speed to evaluate its rating. The model of an insulated cable has been described earlier
in section 3.2.2 and described as having thermal resistive layers that slows down the heat trans-
fer rate. Bare conductors on the other hand have an improved heat transfer capability as the
generated heat from the conductor is able to easily escape to the external environment. These
conductors are strung from one pole to the next whilst transmitting electrical energy. Being out
in the open, overhead equipment is more exposed to weather and requires additional considera-
tion to public safety during its operation. Common types of distribution pole configuration are
shown in Figure 3.11.
Figure 3.11 Common types of distribution pole configuration (re-illustrated based on [Brown 2009])
Due to additional concerns to public safety, the rating of overhead is evaluated not only based
on a thermal model, but also looking at the mechanical model for different conductor type and
pole configurations.
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3.2.3.1 Analysis of models for rating of overhead lines
The rating of overhead power lines has been well studied. Its application for dynamic line rating
(DLR) has also been well utilised in primary transmission and more recently for secondary
transmission and distribution. The model used in the design and rating of an overhead line
are categorised based on its, structure: studying the mass of the pole and conductor; electrical
design: modelling of the conductor temperature and the available clearance of a live line to
an underlying object; and based on its mechanical design: modelling of the stress applied to
the conductor to ensure it is able to remain in operation. An illustration of the overhead line
measurement is shown in Figure 3.12.
Figure 3.12 Illustration of overhead line measurement
To ensure public safety, the sag of an overhead line should be minimised and must meet regulatory
requirements. The mechanical loading and tension of the line are analysed to evaluate the line
sag. Based on the catenary shape of the sag, the work by [Wadhwa 2012] modelled the sag as a
hyperbolic cosine function and looking at the normalised force (kN), Ft,h/Fw acting on a point














where, Lsag (m) is the elevation from a reference point, Lspan is the distance along the line
from reference point, Ft,h (kN) is the horizontal tension component of the conductor and Fw
is the total mechanical loading of the line. (3.29) is further approximated by [CIGRE WG
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B2.12 2002] based on the Maclaurin series expansion of cosh(x) reducing the sag model to a





The approximation is valid for general span length such that the inequalities of (L2span ·F 2w)/(12 ·
F 2t,h) 1 satisfies [CIGRE WG B2.12 2002].
The mechanical loading, Fw of an overhead line is distributed along the span. The total me-
chanical loading is determined by evaluating the vector sum of the load along the horizontal and
vertical direction, given as
Fw =
√
F 2w,h + F
2
w,v (3.31)
The vertical loading, Fw,v consists of the conductor weight per unit length and in some cases
the weight of snow and ice are also considered [AS/NZS 7000 2016] and is evaluated as,
Fw,v = g · (m+ ρice · π · r · (d+ r)) (3.32)
where, g is the gravitational acceleration (m/s2), m is the conductor mass (kg/m), ρice is the
density (kg/m3) of the snow/ice, r is radial snow/ice thickness (m) and d is the overall conductor
diameter (m) that is exposed to wind. The horizontal loading, Fw,h are modelled based on the
wind pressure (Pa,) P acting on the line, given as [AS/NZS 7000 2016]
Fw,h = P (d+ 2 · r) (3.33)
The tension of a line, Ft is influenced by the temperature of the conductor, θ, vertical and
horizontal loading of the line and the age of the conductor. The relationship between the tension
and stress of an overhead is modelled by looking at the stress at a known reference condition
and the desired condition. A method to model the relationship is by having a controlling tension
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+ xlexp · θ + ε
(3.34)
where, S0 is the unstressed conductor length (m) at 0
◦C, ε is the creep strain (mm/km), a
measure of permanent elongation of the cable as it experiences everyday tension whilst strung,
E is the elasticity (MPa) of the conductor and xlexp is the coefficient for linear expansion of
the conductor. The stressed conductor length, S, of a span length, Lr, based on the parabolic
function given in (3.30) is [AS/NZS 7000 2016]




For changing loading conditions the unstressed conductor length is evaluated by looking at the









+ xlexp · θf + εf
(3.36)
The terms are as defined in (3.33). For a homogeneous conductor, the horizontal tension, Ft,h
is simply Ft,h = σ · A. By introducing additional reinforcement material with improved tensile
strength, the horizontal tension are increased. A higher tension constraints leads to a reduced sag
elevation during operation which ultimately allows higher circuit loading for the same weight.
The conductivity, tensile strength and loading weight of common types of overhead line are
shown in Table 3.2.
For an overhead line conductor that has electric current flowing through it, the amount of heat
loss it generates is modelled as Joule’s first law, the square of the current multiplied by the
electrical resistance of the conductor as given in (3.14). Being out in the open, the conductor
also experiences additional heating and cooling, to and from the environment through convection
and radiation. The phenomena is modelled as a heat transfer across the overhead line given as
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CU Stranded copper 100 100 100
AAC All aluminium conductor 64 39 30
AAAC All aluminium alloy conductor 55 75 30
ACSR Aluminium conductor steel reinforced 64-65 55-111 31-35
ACAR Aluminium conductor alloy reinforced 71-73 55-63 36-37
ACSS Aluminium conductor steel supported 66-67 50-98 39-51
[CIGRE WG B2.12 2002]
m · cp ·
dθ
dt
= Wgeneration +Qsun −Qradiation −Qconvection (3.37)
where, θ is the conductor temperature, m is the mass of the conductor and cp is the specific
heat capacity of the conductor. The term on the right hand side represents at the heat transfer
experienced by the conductor, evaluating: the heat generation per unit length due to active
power losses (W/m), Wgen; the solar energy heat absorbed per unit length (W/m), Qsun; the
emitted radiative heat per unit length (W/m), Qrad; and the heat removed from the surface by
convection per unit length (W/m), Qconv. Several approach have been suggested in literature
to evaluate the heat gain and losses across the overhead lines [IEEE 738 2013, CIGRE WG
B2.12 2002]. For this study, the heat gain and losses based on [CIGRE WG B2.12 2002] were
found to be sufficient and the parameters required to evaluate the heat transfer equation are
readily available. Substituting the heat gain and losses model from [CIGRE WG B2.12 2002]
into (3.37) gives
m · cp ·
dθ
dt
=kj · I2 ·Rdc [1 + α (θ − 20)] +
αs · S ·D−
π ·D · ε · σB
[
(θs + 273)
4 − (θa + 273)4
]
−
π · λf (θs + θa) ·Nu
(3.38)
where, Qsun is evaluated from the absorptivity of conductor surface, αs, solar radiation, S
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(W/m2) and outer conductor diameter, D (m). In Qrad and Qconv, θs is the conductor surface
temperature (◦C) and θa is the ambient air temperature. ε is the emissivity and varies from
0.23 for new conductors to 0.95 for weathered conductors. Nu is the Nusselt number given by
Nu = B1(Re)
n for forced convective cooling and Nu = A2(Gr.Pr)
m2 for natural convective
cooling. σB is the Stefen-Boltzmann constant. The constants are listed in Table 3.3. Rf is the
conductor surface roughness given by Rf = d/[2.(D − d)] The equation involves constants and
thermal properties of material at known temperature as listed in Table 3.3
Table 3.3 Constants for overhead line model
Constants Description and values
Re
Stranded (all surfaces): 102 to 2.65·103
Stranded (Rf <= 0.05): > 2.65·103 to 5·104
Stranded (Rf > 0.05): > 2.65·103 to 5·104
B1
Stranded (all surfaces): 0.641
Stranded (Rf <= 0.05): 0.178
Stranded (Rf > 0.05): 0.048
n
Stranded (all surfaces): 0.471
Stranded (Rf <= 0.05): 0.633
Stranded (Rf > 0.05): 0.8
A2
Gr.Pr (102 to 104): 0.85
Gr.Pr (104 to 106): 0.48
m2
Gr.Pr (102 to 104): 0.188
Gr.Pr (104 to 106): 0.25
As bare conductor introduces the risk of electrocution to the public, the statutory clearances
between the conductor and underlying object also need to be maintained to ensure its continuous
operation. In most cases the statutory clearances limits the operation of the overhead rather
than high temperature. Evaluating the conductor temperature, θ using (3.38) and calculating
the amount of sag using (3.30) on a span-by-span basis allows the rating of the overhead circuits
to be determined.
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3.3 MODELLING OF ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS
The dynamic rating calculation of network components relies on the evaluation of actual envi-
ronmental parameters as opposed to critical values used for static rating. Different sets of inputs
are required for different components to evaluate its rating under varying operating conditions.
Favourable environmental conditions allows the components to cool faster thus allowing it to
operate at an optimal condition, vice versa for unfavourable conditions.
3.3.1 Measuring environmental conditions
Ambient air temperature: Ambient air temperature is measured through the use of a
thermometer. To obtain an accurate temperature reading, platinum resistance thermometers,
PT100, are used in this study to monitor the ambient air temperature. A resistance thermometer
measures the temperature based on the temperature-to-resistance relationship [IEC TC 65 2008].
Soil thermal properties: The soil thermal resistivity (Rsoil) has been measured based on the
thermal needle method presented in IEEE 442 [IEEE 442 1996]. The thermal needle is connected
to a power and temperature logger in a pedestal at a field measurement site. A power level (q)
has been set to give at least 4 ◦C temperature rise over one logarithmic cycle of time. Assuming
the line heat source having an infinite length that dissipates heat in an infinite medium, the
model used to evaluate the soil thermal resistivity is [IEEE 442 1996]
Rsoil = 4π
T2 − T1





Where, Rsoil is the soil thermal resistivity in
◦C.m/W, q is the heat dissipation per unit length
in W/cm. T1 and T2 are the temperature in
◦C measured at two arbitrary times, t1 and t2 in
minutes.
It was found that the two main soil parameters relevant to heat transfer are the soil moisture
(η) and thermal diffusivity (α). The study of different soil types to the heat transfer carried
out in IEC 60853 “Calculation of the cyclic and emergency current rating of cables” [IEC TC
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20 1985] leads to the relationship of η and α given as,
α =
10−3
Rsoil · d · (0.82 + 0.042 · η)
(3.40)
Depending on the soil monitoring application, for a measured soil moisture (η), the soil thermal
resistivity (Rsoil) can be approximated based on (3.40) and vice versa for a measured soil thermal
resistivity.
3.3.2 Probability distribution model
A probability distribution represents the probability of a measureable set of data. A higher
number of occurrences of a value during an experiment leads to higher probability of achieving
those values. For each of the measured values, a probability distribution is determined to
estimate the environmental conditions. In selecting a distribution model, the following criteria
were specified:
(a) Flexible: selected distribution model is able to be fitted to different set data.
(b) Accurate: selected distribution model is able to be fitted with confidence.
(c) Fast and simple: selected distribution model must not involve complex integration such
that it reduces the speed of calculation.
The distribution model is required to be flexible as the environmental conditions have varying
probability of occurrences. A clear example is a comparison between wind speed and solar
radiation, where the solar radiation is always zero when the Sun is not visible. This then
filters out distribution model that have a fixed shaped such as the Gaussian and exponential
distribution. These leads to three distributions, Weibull, Kumaraswamy and beta distribution
which have been used in similar research to study the probability distribution in an electrical
distribution network. As the speed of calculation also needs to be minimal to prevent excessive
wait time for the network operator during decision making and environmental data that have
values between −∞ < x < +∞, the generalised beta distribution (GBD) was selected as the
distribution model. A beta function B(a, b) is a mathematical function defined by [Johnson
et al. 1995]




xa−1 (1− x)b−1 dx (3.41)
where, a and b are the shape parameters for the beta distribution. The probability density
function (PDF) of a beta distribution is defined as
f(x|a, b), PDF = 1
B(a, b)
xa−1 (1− x)b−1 (3.42)
and the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of a beta distribution is defined as




xa−1 (1− x)b−1 dx (3.43)
However, as the environmental condition varies and does not always falls in the range of, 0 6 x 6
1, the generalised form of the beta distribution are introduced. Through linear transformation,
scaling the range, 0 6 x 6 1 to a new variable, y with range c 6 y 6 d, where x = (y−c)/(d−c),
allows the generic form of the beta distribution. This transforms the PDF presented in (3.42)
to [Johnson et al. 1995],





· (y − c)
a−1 · (d− y)b−1
(d− c)a+b−1
(3.44)
and the CDF is the area under the curve of a generalised beta PDF with range c 6 y 6 d,




(y − c)a−1 · (d− y)b−1
(d− c)a+b−1
dy (3.45)
When substituting c = 0, and d = 1, the generalised beta function in (3.45) reduces to the CDF
of beta distribution in (3.43). The PDF of a GBD for different shape parameters is shown in
Figure 3.13.
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Figure 3.13 PDF of GBD with varying shape parameters
3.3.3 Approximating spatial measurements
The availability of environmental conditions data varies for different parts of the network de-
pending on available monitoring devices. Through historical observation or approximation, the
probability of achieving certain environmental conditions can be derived to cover for applications
where environmental data are not available. The work on spatial interpolation has been studied
extensively in geographical information systems (GIS) to capture geographical information into
a database with limited amount of data points. The concept is used in this study to interpo-
late the environmental data at unmonitored sites. The following criteria were specified in the
selection of spatial interpolation techniques:
(a) Accurate: selected technique is able to interpolate the environmental data with confidence
despite having limited data.
(b) Fast and simple: selected distribution model must not involve complex calculation such
that it reduces the speed of calculation.
Spatial interpolation methods can be grouped into local neighbourhood, variational and geo-
statistical approach [Mitas and Mitasova 2005]. As there are several methods available, only
the selected method is described in detail. The local neighbourhood interpolation methods are
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based on the assumption that a point in space is influenced by nearby points to a set of finite
distance. Methods in this group include inverse distance weighting (IDW), natural neighbour,
triangulated (TIN) and rectangle-based irregular network. The variational approach on the other
hand are based on the assumption that the interpolation function should be smooth and passes
through (or close to) the data points normally performed through the spline mathematical func-
tion. The geostatistical approach relates to interpolation method based on statistical analysis
of the geospatial data, such as Kriging. The comparisons of the different spatial interpolation
technique are shown in Figure 3.14.
Spline provides a very smooth interpolation seen in Figure 3.14(e, f) compared to local neighbour-
hood method seen in Figure 3.14(b, c). The spline method however, requires a large number of
recorded points to be able to interpolate accurately. The interpolation based on Kriging method
seen in Figure 3.14(d) also provides a very smooth slope compared to the IDW method seen in
Figure 3.14(c). The Kriging method however, requires additional processing time to evaluate
the spatial correlation of the measured location to the unknown points. Based on the criteria
specified, the improved inverse-distance weighting method is selected to be modelled for the
interpolation of environmental parameters. The technique was found to provide the best speed
with an acceptable accuracy even with the lack of measurement points.
3.3.3.1 Inverse-distance weighting for interpolation of environmental parameters
The inverse distance interpolation technique allows data from irregularly-spaced monitoring sta-
tion to be interpolated to a wider geographical area. The value of the environmental parameter,
Z at any point in a geographical area can be estimated based on the weighted average D for









, if di 6= 0 for all Di
zi , if di = 0 for some Di
(3.46)
where, the weighting factor si is defined based on the distance of the points, di from Z.
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(a) given data and Voronoi polygons (b) TIN-based linear interpolation
(c) inverse distance weighting (d) Kriging
(e) spline with tension and stream enforcement (f) regularised spline with tension and smoothing
Figure 3.14 Comparison of different interpolation methods (reprinted from [Mitas and Mitasova 2005])]
3.4 EVALUATION OF POWER SYSTEM RELIABILITY
An EDN, is exposed to random events that will have varying consequences to the network design,
planning and operation. Outages caused by transient faults due to surroundings, third party,
planned maintenance and repair work places constraints in network operation and planning.
With improved grid monitoring, the goals towards a smarter load transfer to improve power
system reliability can be achieved. With the optimisation of component rating through dynamic
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rating, adjacent circuits with identified available capacity can be utilised to relieve the constraints
on the network.
In the past, the techniques used in determining the reliability criteria of EDBs in the area
of design, planning and operation are generally based on deterministic evaluation. Typical
deterministic criteria are:
(a) Design specification: networks are operated at unity loss of life with the operating condition
defined during design.
(b) Planning network capacity : networks are planned to have a minimum number of circuits
supplying to a load group such that the group maximum demand can be covered by the
circuits during outage.
(c) Operating capacity : networks are operated to meet the expected load demand with a
reserve equal to one or more of the largest units.
The later section discusses techniques considered to evaluate the power system reliability using
the developed DRS implemented on an EDN.
3.4.1 Analysis of reliability evaluation methods
EDN consist of interconnected components to provide continuous supply of electricity to its
consumer. Each of the components have a reliability criteria which can be used to determine
the overall reliability of the system. Several computational techniques have been developed to
derive the system reliability. The selection of a reliability evaluation method for this study is
decided based upon the following criteria:
(a) Ability to evaluate the impact of environmental conditions onto the system reliability.
(b) Ability to provide a range of probabilistic measure for the system capacity.
(c) Ability to aggregate the reliability of individual network components to represents the
overall system reliability.
A review of different approaches to evaluate the system reliability in power system analysis are
carried out involving the state-space models, logic diagram and Monte Carlo simulation. For
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each method, a brief discussion are presented followed by its relevance in meeting the prescribed
criteria. A more detailed discussion of each method are described by [Anders 1990].
3.4.1.1 Markov chains
In the Markov chains method, a system is described by its states and possible transitions between
them. A state-space diagram can be constructed to clearly illustrate the number of transitions
for each state in the system. The probabilities and frequencies of each state are evaluated to
determine the system reliability indices. Consider a state-space model presented in Figure 3.15
to represent two independent electrical component in series to evaluate the capacity constraints
of the system.
Figure 3.15 State-space diagram representing two independent electrical component in series
The transition rate from success to failure, λSF and transition from failure to success, λFS
consist of several states with no overlap and can be generally written as [Anders 1990]




















where, p is the probability of each state in the system, i is the combination of state transition
from each state to the success state and j is the combination of state transition from each state
to the failure state. For a time dependent case, in evaluating the availability of the system, a
conditional probability density such that the system will fail at time X given that it has survived








where, fX(t) and fY (t) is the probability density function (PDF) of the time the system is in
operational and failure state respectively. The availability, A for the system is simply given by
the probability the system being in the operating state, pS(t) where
A(t) = pS(t) = 1− pF (t) (3.49)
For the state-space model presented in Figure 3.15, the system is only available at state 0, thus
A = pS = p0 (3.50)
In power system analysis, the state-space method has been used to evaluate a system where a
transition can be clearly defined. The method would fit well to criteria (b) and (c) however would
lead to a complex multistate system representation when evaluating the impact of environmental
conditions and multiple components to the system reliability.
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3.4.1.2 Enumeration
Enumeration is a logic block representation of the system describing the combinations of com-
ponent failures that will results in the failure of the entire system. The combination is not
necessarily the physical connections but rather the bottleneck of the system. Consider a logic
diagram in Figure 3.16 arranged in series and parallel combination to illustrate a circuit with
connected electrical components from a single circuit going to a double circuit configuration.
Figure 3.16 Logic diagram representation of series-parallel system
Complex systems are often simplified by evaluating the probability of sub-systems and reducing
it to either a series or parallel system. The method would fit well to criteria (a) and (c) to
capture impact of environmental conditions at each bottleneck and to then finally aggregate it
to represents to overall system reliability.
3.4.1.3 Monte Carlo simulation
Monte Carlo simulation is a numerical simulation procedure involving substituting a set of
random variables from a known (or assumed) input probability distribution to evaluate the
expected result. The simulation process is repeated until an acceptable approximation of the
expected result is obtained. A Monte Carlo algorithm can be represented as a for-loop as shown
in Figure 3.17.
In estimating the rating, several iterations of the rating calculations are carried out to identify
the probability of achieving an estimated rating value, E[y(X)]. Where, X = X1, . . . , Xn is a
random vector in real coordinate space, Rn and y(X) is a function of the output model. Based
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Figure 3.17 An example of Monte Carlo algorithm to estimate rating
on the Strong Law of Large Numbers, the average of the results obtained from a large number
of trials converges almost surely to the expected value, θ, that is, θ̂n
a.s.−−→ θ when n→∞.
In power system analysis, Monte Carlo simulation has been used extensively when there are un-
certainties in the expected value of the input variables [Billinton and Li 1994]. The Monte Carlo
simulation fits the criteria required to evaluate the reliability and security of EDN. The following
section presents the model developed to provide network operators, planners and management
a probabilistic evaluation of the network reliability and security.
3.5 PREDICTIVE ASSET RATING SYSTEM
The rating of a distribution circuit relies on the minimum component rating along the circuit
to ensure none of the component’s thermal limits are breached. Dynamic ratings based on a
deterministic model have been well implemented by monitoring the environmental conditions
and using the data gathered to provide a dynamic rating of the network. Due to problems
such as the unavailability of data due to communication errors, uncertainties in environmental
conditions and fluctuating load demand leads to challenges when planning and operating an
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EDN based on dynamic rating.
Based on the rating model and reliability evaluation presented in previous sections, a new
methodology presented in Figure 3.18 has been developed to provide a probabilistic measure
of EDN reliability and security for distribution companies moving towards grid modernisation
through dynamic rating application. The development covers dynamic rating applications for
power transformers, underground cables and overhead lines.
The following explanations are based on the flow diagram seen in Figure 3.18. In step 1 to step 2,
the models are initialised with the input data from monitored environmental stations and circuits
from an operational historical database, if available. For unmonitored sites, the environmental
parameters are approximated based on the IDW model presented in Section 3.3.3.1. In steps 3
to 8, the rating for each electrical components in the circuit is evaluated for possible events in the
network based on a Monte Carlo simulation. The expected rating of the electrical components
are estimated based on the thermal models and parameters presented in Section 3.2.1 for PTX,
Section 3.2.2 for UGC and Section 3.2.3 for OHL. For thermal parameters that are unknown,
the model adopts the manufacturer’s and international standards recommendation. For each
rating evaluation the circuit’s capacity utilisation and its thermal values are compared to the
components thermal limits and operational constraints. In steps 8 and 9, the circuit’s capacity
utilisation and operating limits are evaluated to provide a measure of the reliability and security
of the circuit in an EDN. The measures are several set of probability criteria calculated from
the simulation to cover the DR application for network operation, planning and management.
3.6 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
This chapter has presented the model development of a novel system for electrical distribution
networks known as predictive asset rating. The thermal rating models for different electrical
components were discussed referencing industry standards and development in literature. Fur-
ther refinement has been suggested and made to those models to allow a seamless network
wide application. The concept of predictive asset rating to optimise capacity utilisation were
introduced and will be discussed further in Chapter 4.
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Figure 3.18 Dynamic rating application and evaluation based on probabilistic model

Chapter 4
SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT: IMPLEMENTATION AND
VALIDATION
4.1 OVERVIEW
In this chapter, the implementation of the predictive asset rating (PAR) system is presented. The
implementation section covers the electrical network under study, the components considered
and the datasets used. This chapter provides suggestions on different ways PAR tool is used to
provide an alternative methodology for decision support within electrical distribution network.
The chapter then covers the validation steps taken to review and proof the model presented in
Chapter 3. The validation steps include the electrical component rating model, environmental
condition model and the network evaluation model. The comparison of the developed models
compared to manufacturer values are then presented, covering power transformers, overhead
lines and underground cables. The chapter finishes with a discussion on the application of PAR,
covering its benefits for providing decision support for management decisions and challenges
faced. The discussion provides information for other electrical distribution networks which are
looking at implementing a similar system for their network.
4.2 IMPLEMENTATION OF PREDICTIVE ASSET RATING MODEL
The implementation of the predictive asset rating (PAR) system involves working with differ-
ent work groups at Unison Networks Limited (Unison). Working with contractors for hardware
installation, performing surveys and asset recording. The implementation was also made possi-
ble with the help of control room operators, the network & operations group and information
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management group at Unison to utilise the different group’s areas of expertise and ensure the
developed solution is integrated seamlessly with existing infrastructure available at Unison. As
discussed in Chapter 2, the implementation of the PAR tool has been developed to improve and
provide decision support in the following areas:
(a) Real time system viewing: Predictive ability to evaluate the available capacity and
operational event.
(b) Fault and constraints determination: Predictive ability to prompt potential thermal
limits on the network.
(c) Network optimisation and expansion planning: Predictive ability to optimise the
utilisation of electrical components.
4.2.1 Network model
A subset of Unison’s 33kV distribution network covering power transformers (PTX), under-
ground cables (UGC) and overhead lines (OHL) were selected to study the implementation of
the developed PAR. The source of electricity from the transmission network is available from two
grid exit points (GXP), labelled GXP1 and GXP2 as shown in Figure 4.1. This research focuses
on the transformers which step down the voltage from the 33kV circuit to 11kV labelled as T1
and T2 (indicating transformer number 1 and 2) for each zone substation (ZS) of interest. The
load flow across the circuits are controlled using circuit breakers (CB) labelled as CB1 to CB12.
Based on the sectionalisation of the circuits, they are assigned a unique circuit identification
(circuitID) which will be used throughout the discussion when evaluating the rating for varying
network configurations using PAR.
To provide a detailed study on the application, a subset of Unison’s network is studied, focusing
on one region, covering 30,450 out of a possible 110,000 installation control points (ICPs) that
could be used in other parts of the region. Under normal operating conditions, GXP1 provides
supply to ZS1, ZS2, ZS4, ZS5 and ZS6 whilst GXP2 provides supply to ZS3. Five circuits are
connected to GXP1 and seven circuits connected to GXP2 that cover other load areas which are
not included in the study.
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Figure 4.1 Network schematic and circuit naming
The network is configured in a loop system where two sources are available to distribute an al-
ternative supply of electricity in the event of a failure supplying from one source. A geographical
representation of the network is illustrated in Figure 4.2. The ONEs circuit is configured as a
double circuit, to equally share the load for distribution. Part of the NORT circuit has been
clipped-off for geographical representation, it has an overall length of 15km. The different types
of PTX, UGC and OHL that have been used for this research are listed in Table 4.1. Each of
the components listed will be studied to evaluate different designs and their ability to handle
varying operating and network scenarios. The UGC considered are with cross-linked polyethy-
lene (XLPE) insulation, whilst the OHL are the aluminium conductor steel reinforce (ACSR)
conductor. Apart from the physical design of the asset which will affect its rating capability,
the electrical components were also installed in varying environmental conditions. As part of
Unison’s Smart Grid initiatives, several types of environmental and asset monitoring equipment
have also been installed consisting of weather stations, line tension monitors, soil thermal sen-
sors, distributed temperature sensing equipment and on-site temperature sensors. This research
will evaluate the capacity utilisation of the electrical components using PAR under varying
conditions and evaluate its impact to network operations, planning and asset management.
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Table 4.1 Summary of electrical component




ONEA Mixture of UGC and OHL: 8.8 (km)
Power cable (AL XLPE 630mm2) 29
Overhead line (ACSR Double Dingo 2C 122) 40
Overhead line (ACSR Jaguar 222) 25
Overhead line (ACSR Dingo 168) 6
ONEB Mixture of UGC and OHL: 8.9 (km)
Power cable (AL XLPE 630mm2) 29
Overhead line (ACSR Double Dingo 2C 122) 40
Overhead line (ACSR Jaguar 222) 25
Overhead line (ACSR Dingo 168) 6
ONEC Mixture of UGC and OHL: 13.3 (km)
Power cable (AL XLPE 500mm2) 7
Power cable (AL XLPE 630mm2) 3
Power cable (CU XLPE 630mm2) 6
Power cable (AL XLPE 800mm2) 9
Overhead line (ACSR Jaguar 222) 66
Overhead line (ACSR Panther 262) 9
ONED Mixture of UGC and OHL: 11.2 (km)
Power cable (AL XLPE 630mm2) 4
Power cable (CU XLPE 630mm2) 7
Power cable (AL XLPE 800mm2) 11
Overhead line (ACSR Jaguar 222) 67
Overhead line (ACSR Panther 262) 11
PIER1 Fully UGC: 1.8 (km)
Power cable (AL XLPE 400mm2) 100
PIER2 Fully UGC: 1.8 (km)
Power cable (AL XLPE 400mm2) 100
NORT Mixture of UGC and OHL: 9.3 (km)
Power cable (AL XLPE 500mm2) <1
Power cable (CU XLPE 500mm2) 13
Power cable (AL XLPE 800mm2) <1
Power cable (ACSR Jaguar 222) 7
Overhead line (ACSR Double Dingo 2C 167) 80
MARFARAD Fully UGC: 1.8 (km)
Power cable (AL XLPE 300mm2) 100
SUBSTATIONS
ZS1 2 x Power transformer (ONAN 7.5/ONAF 10) -
ZS2 2 x Power transformer (ONAN 7.5/ONAF 9) -
ZS3 2 x Power transformer (ONAN 10/ONAF 20) -
ZS4 2 x Power transformer (ONAN 10/ONAF 20) -
ZS5 2 x Power transformer (ONAN 10/ONAF 20) -
ZS6 2 x Power transformer (ONAN 7.5/ONAF 12) -
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Figure 4.2 Geographical location of distribution network circuit under study
4.2.2 Datasets
The evaluation of the network using PAR is undertaken utilising a data set gathered between
2012 and 2017. The network model, illustrated in Figure 4.1, is based on the configuration in
2015 which will be the main reference for discussion. The network model configuration has been
extracted from the common information model (CIM) of Unison’s monthly GIS extracts. Any
changes to the network can be synchronised to update the network model used for PAR evalu-
ation. The time-series datasets are obtained from the OSIsoft PI historian system available on
the Unison premise [OSIsoft 2017]. The historian system interfaces with the supervisory control
and data acquisition (SCADA) system and stores time-series data retrieved from field monitor-
ing devices to record trends and historical operational information [Schneider Electric 2017]. To
discuss the datasets used by PAR, the data is categorised as follows:
(a) Static data: static data such as component make, type, configuration and installation.
(b) Time-series data: operational data such as circuit loading and environmental condition.
(c) Financial data: data related to cost of an equipment, network upgrade and consequences.
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4.2.2.1 Static data
The static data used for this research is sourced from the manufacturer’s design and technical
specification available on record at Unison. The manufacturer’s name plate ratings are used as
the baseline for evaluation purposes. This allows a relative comparison and potential improve-
ment or reduction in rating when evaluating the component’s rating using PAR. The materials
used and its thermal parameters are also captured closely to model the heat transfer across the
electrical components. For components that are missing manufacturer’s data, a general and cal-
culated value based on international standards discussed in Chapter 3 and the manufacturer’s
website has been used. Random site audits have also been carried out to ensure the records
available are true such as the name plate rating, pole structure configuration and cable cross
section depth. The weather station and monitoring station location global positioning system
(GPS) coordinates have also been captured. This is especially useful in the approach taken by
the PAR model to perform spatial interpolation of environmental parameters at un-monitored
sites.
As part of Unison’s Smart Grid initiatives project they have installed several field monitoring
devices to monitor the operating conditions of their electrical components. The installation of
these monitoring devices was made possible by the New Technology team and Unison Contract-
ing. This research makes use of the monitoring devices to study the effect of environmental
conditions to network capacity utilisation and risk. The operational data considered includes
data that are internal and external to the electrical network. Internal data here is defined as
data relating to the day-to-day operation of an electrical component on the network such as the
circuit loading, switch operation and network utilisation. External data, on the other hand, are
defined as data that’s not directly part of the electrical network but has an impact to the op-
eration of an electrical component such as changing environmental conditions and geographical
location of the network which has an impact to the overall risk in the operations of electrical
components.
The internal data is obtained from the supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA) system
which continuously retrieves network loading data from the field via the communication network.
The circuit loading considered for this study is illustrated in Figure 4.3 for the distribution circuit
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and Figure 4.4 for the substation loading.
Figure 4.3 Distribution of circuit loading data
Figure 4.4 Distribution of zone substation loading data
The network loading presented consists of half-hourly data over the 5 year period from 2012 to
2017. The data used for the study is not limited to half-hourly data but shown here to provide
a general comparison of the dataset over the same time interval, every 30 minutes. The different
time interval of data used by PAR will be discussed further in Section 4.4 of this thesis. It can be
seen from Figure 4.3 that the Nort 1 circuit is the highest loaded circuit as it is the only circuit
used to distribute the supply from GXP2. For the other side of the network, exiting from GXP1,
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the circuit loading is relatively similar due to the double circuit configuration which is true for
OneA 1, OneB 1, OneC 1 and OneD 1 averaging at 100 amps. From this part of the network
onwards the network splits to different service areas at the zone substation with varying loading
as seen in Figure 4.4. The loading of the transformers on the network are generally shared
50-50 between T1 and T2 which leads to similar distribution between the two transformers at
the same ZS, which can be seen clearly at ZS4. This is of course not always the case, such as
ZS3, where T1 is utilised more, most of the time. Where, distribution loading on the circuit
are shared 50-50, the distribution will also match, such as the distribution seen for Pier1 1 and
Pier2 2 circuit. The use of PAR for network evaluation takes into account the number of circuits
that are adjacent to one another to simulate likely operational scenarios. The consideration of
different network loading is achieved through the loadParam data structure which captures,
combines and suggests different load profiles to be used for simulation. The data structure will
be discussed further in Section 4.2.3 of this thesis.
4.2.2.2 Time-series data
The external data used by PAR to evaluate the capacity utilisation of the electrical network
are the environmental conditions data surrounding the electrical components on the network.
The data are gathered from the field monitoring devices using different communication meth-
ods, either through a file transfer protocol (FTP) server, distributed network protocol (DNP3),
wireless mobile telecommunications (3G) technology or through periodic data download. The
different data transfer methods are not discussed here and are based on the installed devices
standard protocols for data transfer. As highlighted in Chapter 2, weather stations are capable
of providing most of the environmental parameters that will have an impact to the electrical
components that are above ground. For this research, nine weather stations have been used
with each site having different sensors attached to it. All the weather station sites have been
fitted with an ambient temperature sensor and wind sensors. The air temperature ranges from
-7 degrees Celsius (◦C) to 38 ◦C as seen in Figure 4.5. Apart from the weather station loca-
tions shown in Figure 4.2, air temperature sensors were also available for use at all the zone
substations. The distribution for these sensors are marked with ‘ZS’ as its prefix in Figure 4.5.
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Figure 4.5 Distribution of weather station data (air temperature) from 2012 to 2017
The geographical area covered by the study is approximately 100 km2. The air temperature
between the different weather station averages to 18 ◦C in summer and 11 ◦C in winter. The
maximum air temperature in summer is 38 ◦C and 31 ◦C in winter, where summer here is defined
as the period between December to May and winter is the period between June to November.
If the season is divided further to summer, autumn, winter and spring, taking December as the
beginning of summer, the maximum air temperatures for the different seasons are 38 ◦C, 35 ◦C,
26 ◦C, and 31 ◦C, respectively from summer to winter. The months breakdown to represent the
different season will be used interchangeably in this thesis to discuss ratings that are dependent
on the season, from here on known as the seasonal maximum continuous rating (Season-MCR).
The months used for the seasonal breakdown is arbitrary here, but will be refined by PAR when
performing studies to better represent the rating values for the different time of the year.
The wind attributes captured are the wind speed and angle, its distribution shown in Figure 4.6.
Some areas experience higher wind speed due to their location being at high altitude with no
trees, such as the site at WS1015. It can also bee seen by the slope of the CDF that the likelihood
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of getting a specific wind angle is approximately uniform.
(a) Wind speed distribution
(b) Wind angle distribution
Figure 4.6 Distribution of weather station data (wind) from 2012 to 2017
The wind parameters are mainly used by the overhead line rating part of the PAR algorithm.
It’s use is of course not limited to overhead lines and can be used to be included in the heat
transfer model across a power transformer. But as most transformers evaluated are either in
an enclosed space or have wall barrier, the flow of the wind onto the power transformer body
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and its impact have to be modelled either through a finite element method or through fluid
dynamics and requires detailed design of the transformers spacing and its spatial points. Due
to this the wind parameter is not considered for power transformers cooling in this research, the
fan operation is however considered.
The weather station has also been installed with a solar radiation sensors, measuring the energy
transferred by the sun on the Earth’s surface, measured in Watts per metres squared (W/m2).
Only three sites were available for use and their distribution is shown in Figure 4.7.
Figure 4.7 Distribution of weather station data (solar radiation) from 2012 to 2017
The maximum value possible for solar radiation is 1374 (1353 ± 21) W/m2 [ASTM E490 2000]
which varies depending on the distance of the Earth from the Sun. Not all of the solar radiation is
able to reach the ground as it is absorbed or reflected by gases, clouds and dust in the air. Cloud
has been identified as the most variable of these factors, changing with both time and location,
reflecting approximately 20% of the solar radiation and absorbing around 4% [NIWA 2005]. For
electrical components that are located on the surface of the Earth, heating through radiation is
unavoidable and has been considered in this research. As the number of solar radiation sensors
is limited, the solar radiation is interpolated at unmonitored areas. The solar radiation value
at the unmonitored site will range from 0 (at night time) to the maximum value possible, 1374
(clear-sky).
For electrical components which are buried, such as underground cables, the PAR algorithm
makes use of available soil information. Soil thermal pedestals were available for use at different
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locations on the Unison distribution network. The thermal pedestals have been installed over
different stages and some have data dated back to 2011, whilst some only have data from
2016 onwards. Each thermal pedestal has been located in close proximity to a high voltage
(HV) cable as shown in Figure 4.2. The monitoring sites are capable of measuring the soil
temperature and thermal resistivity at the thermal probe installed depth for a given point in
time. The distribution of soil temperature and soil thermal resistivity are shown in Figure 4.8
and Figure 4.9 respectively.
Figure 4.8 Distribution of soil monitoring site (soil temperature) from 2012 to 2017
The soil temperature distribution is similar to the air temperature distribution in Figure 4.5. The
two environmental conditions are used interchangeably by the PAR algorithm for an underground
cable’s rating to determine the soil temperature at different depths based on the relationship
discussed in Section 3.3. The soil thermal resistivity values can be seen to be uniform with a very
steep change depending on the season. Higher thermal resistivity values relate to the summer
period where the soil moisture content is likely to be lower and vice versa for winter. The
thermal resistivity value is dependent on the type of soil as highlighted in Section 3.3. The type
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Figure 4.9 Distribution of soil monitoring site (soil thermal resistivity) from 2012 to 2017
of soil is identified based on the soil environmental survey data available from the local council
and through site visits. The digital soil map for New Zealand has also been used to provide an
overview of the type of soil and moisture content in the area as illustrated in Figure 4.10.
The overview is used to provide a relative soil boundary to the soil survey data. The surveyed
data is then interpolated from known sampled soil sites at the soil monitoring sites based on
the model discussed in Section 3.3.3.1 to the unknown sites. The soil survey data are mapped
using key description of the soil such as sandy, clay, organic and rocky, each of which suggest
the porosity of the soil and its ability to absorb and retain moisture. A soil laboratory based at
Unison has been used to perform thermal dry-out test to obtain the thermal characteristic of the
different soil types at varying moisture contents. The laboratory set-up is shown in Figure 4.11.
Soil sampled from thermal sensor sites shown in 4.2 are processed through the laboratory set-up
to determine the thermal dry-out curve of the soil. This then provides a known measurement
for interpolation. As the interpolation is approximate, a weighting factor, r that ranges between
0 < r < 1 has been considered for the different environmental conditions. The weighting factor
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(a) Soil map for region under study, obtained from
[Landcare Research 2016]
(b) Soil moisture map for region under study, ob-
tained from [Landcare Research 2016]
Figure 4.10 Soil map for region under study
Figure 4.11 Soil laboratory setup
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chosen depends on the confidence of the input data as discussed in Section 3.3.
4.2.2.3 Financial data
The last set of data is the financial data which relates to different decision making process in
an EDN. To provide a generalised cost, the value compiled by six different EDNs in United
Kingdom has been used as captured in the “Distribution Network Operator Common Network
Asset Indices Methodology” report [WG DNO UK 2017]. In the report, the costs have been
categorised into four different categories, all of which have previously been identified to capture
the key issues affecting EDN. The cost is captured in Table 4.2 and categorised as:
(a) Network performance: cost related to loss of load and inability to provide a continuous
supply of electricity.
(b) Public safety: cost related to impact on the safety of personal in the vicinity of the asset.
(c) Financial: cost related to the replacement of the asset.
(d) Environmental impact: cost related to the damages to the external environmental.











33kV Poles 114 358 6,188 150 4,728
33kV OHL2 1,666 2,672 29,622 160 34,120
33kV UGC2 5,144 4 52,680 1,210 59,038
33kV PTX 96,394 41,542 146,000 28,380 312,316
33kV Fitting 334 2,672 378 160 3,544
33kV Switch 24,548 41,542 17,074 5,178 88,342
33kV CB (air) 48,496 41,542 24,162 5,178 119,378
33kV CB (gas) 24,548 41,542 29,748 5,178 101,016
Note:
1Cost shown is in NZD, at an exchange rate of 2 NZD per 1 GBP.
2Cost shown for cables and lines is NZD per km.
The cost presented is a baseline value suggested by the study in [WG DNO UK 2017]. Additional
factors would need to be applied to better represent the actual cost that’s experienced by an
EDN. Factors such as restoration time, number of customers supplied and asset location can be
further considered to get a better representation of the cost per EDN.
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4.2.3 Software architecture
The implementation comprises the use of different software to store, gather and process data
as shown in Figure 4.12. The component’s electrical characteristics and physical properties
were gathered from the manufacturer’s technical specification stored on a Microsoft SQL Server
database. The physical location of the assets were obtained from a geographical information
system (GIS) presenting the latitude and longitude based on World Geodetic System (WGS
84), a standard coordinate system used by global positioning systems (GPS). The different
coordinate system is not discussed in this thesis as it has been discussed in GIS textbooks.
The environmental conditions data are monitored remotely across the region and stored in
a historian software package, OSIsoft PI. The inputs are then processed using a developed
MATLAB graphical user interface (GUI) based on the rating models presented in Section 3.2 to
calculate the rating of power transformers, underground cables and overhead lines.
Figure 4.12 Software architecture of PAR tool implementation
The power system reliability of the components are then evaluated by carrying out a Monte
Carlo simulation as presented in Section 3.4. The simulations populate the following indices for
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the assets considered:
(a) Rating probability: evaluating operating range of the asset under specified environmen-
tal conditions.
(b) Probability of constraint: highlighting potential constraints and critical points.
(c) Quantify risk: evaluate risk based on the probability of an unwanted event and the
consequences of the event.
The algorithm has been set-up to allow different layers of the network and period to be con-
sidered. The dataset are structured as circuitParam, loadParam and envParam containing the
component parameters, load conditions and environmental conditions respectively. The data are
assigned with a unique identification (ID) to allow selection of varying scenarios when running
the simulation. The data model and its flow is illustrated in Figure 4.13.
Figure 4.13 Data model of PAR tool evaluation
The circuitParam structure contains data of the components electrical and physical properties
as discussed in Chapter 3.2. For power transformers: it consists of the transformer’s thermal
characteristics, for underground cables: it consists of the modelled cable’s construction and for
overhead lines: it consists of the line’s survey measurements and mechanical properties.
The loadParam structure contains data of the components loading. Current transformers (CT)
that have been attached either at the beginning or the end of the circuits termination are used
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to monitor the current being carried by the overhead and underground circuit. Each of the CT’s
for the different circuits is assigned a loadID, which is used to carry out the simulation. For
an unmonitored circuit, a load profile can be created, specifying either a 1-day, 7-day or a load
based on a generic consumer profile. The GUI of the load set-up is as illustrated in Figure 4.14.
Figure 4.14 Selection and creation of load data for simulation
The GUI of the load set-up allows different scenarios of circuit loading to be established. If
switching operation data is available, the algorithm has been set-up to approximate the expected
loading on the circuit. This is useful as to consider only the base load of the circuit. Further
modification can be made manually to the load profile to ignore any other known portion of the
load that’s not part of the base load.
The envParam structure contains data of the environmental parameters that can be used by
different electrical components to evaluate the heat transfer model as discussed in Section 3.2.
The power transformers uses the ambient air temperature, cables uses soil temperature and soil
thermal resistivity and lines uses air temperature, wind speed, wind angle and solar radiation
data.
A GUI interface shown in Figure 4.15 was developed to house the PAR algorithm, allowing set-
up, simulation and evaluation of the circuit’s capacity utilisation based on the different operating
conditions.
The dataset available can be reviewed under the “Review data” tab which provides a view of
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Figure 4.15 Graphical user interface of Predictive Asset Rating tool
the distribution that will be used as an input to the Monte Carlo simulation. Depending on
the display option selected, the plot will be updated to either show, time-based plot, histogram,
probability density function (PDF) or cumulative distribution function (CDF). The different
options available from the GUI are discussed in Section 4.4. The envParam structure captures
the latitude and longitude of the monitoring site based on the World Geodetic System (WGS)
1984 geographical coordinate to perform spatial interpolation at unmonitored site where an
electrical component exist. It has been found that although the soil boundary provides an
overview, the soil type at the actual site can very due to other work carried out by the land
owner and also potential backfill that may be used at site. The next section discusses the
validation steps taken to ensure the PAR tool worked as designed by comparing against the
manufacturer’s rating and measurable criteria. At the end of this chapter, the tool’s ability to
satisfy the following requirements set out in Chapter 3 will be discussed:
(a) Ease of implementation: the models are able to easily integrate with common data that
EDN operators have.
(b) Flexible: the models are able to consider different operating scenario and environmental
conditions.
(c) Modular : the models are developed as a building block which can be simulated on its own
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or combined.
4.3 VALIDATION OF PREDICTIVE ASSET RATING MODEL
Validation has been carried out throughout the development stages. The models discussed
in Chapter 3 have been published in peer reviewed proceedings of national and international
conferences as part of this research as listed in the pre-amble of this thesis. The development of
base rating model for the three electrical components as per the international standard presented
in Section 3.2.1, 3.2.2 and 3.2.3 has been developed by the author of this thesis and the Asset
Intelligence team at Unison. This research further develops and extends the base rating model
to enable a predictive rating based on probabilistic methods. The next section discusses the
validation steps taken for the different models used by the PAR tool. The rating of electrical
components, environmental model and reliability assessment model will be covered.
4.3.1 Electrical Components Model: Power Transformers
As presented in Chapter 3, the hot spot temperature of a PTX is located in its windings, normally
close to the top terminal where the oil temperature is at its highest. The high electric potential
of the winding makes it difficult to install a sensor to measure the hot spot temperature directly
through-out the windings on older transformers. New transformer design, such as the work
performed by [Das et al. 2015], where sensors can be embedded at the winding for temperature
measurement allows for improved input data for the evaluation of the PTX rating. For this
research, the only measurement point available at the transformer winding is from the winding
temperature indicators (WTI). Some of the PTXs in Unison’s network have been retrofitted
with indicators which calculate the winding temperatures based on the transformer load and
top oil temperature as illustrated in Figure 4.16.
The pocket at the transformer top cover contains a sensing bulb filled with liquid which expands
and contracts to measure the top oil temperature. The current used by the WTI is directly
proportional to the current flowing through the transformer winding which then allows an indi-
rect measurement of the winding temperature. Comparing the measured value by the WTI and
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Figure 4.16 Winding temperature indicator set-up
the calculated value by PAR model for PTX shows that the two are very similar as shown in
Figure 4.17.
Figure 4.17 Comparison of measured and calculated values of hot spot temperature of a power transformes
The real-time hot-spot calculation is performed at a higher interval than the sampling of the
measured winding temperature. The calculation takes on average 30 seconds to complete. The
calculation time given includes the time taken to query the input parameters, extracting the
transformers thermal properties, environmental and operating conditions. The methodology
developed to query and select the calculation time interval will be discussed at the end of this
chapter.
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The rating and loss-of-life evaluation model has also been compared against the model used
in [AS/NZS TC EL-008 2013b] applying the same parameters and conditions. The results
presented in Figure 4.18 can be seen to be similar to the output found in Annex E of [AS/NZS
TC EL-008 2013b]. The comparison is shown without reprinting of the figure from the standard.
Figure 4.18 K1:K2 curve for varying overload time at unity loss-of-life
The exact value was not given in the standard, but the relative comparison between the figure in
the standard and Figure 4.18 shows similarity as tabulated. The comparison provides validation
in both the loss-of-life model used and the rating model used. The result shows expected loading
(K2) over a duration (t) for a given pre-loading (K1) conditions such that a unity loss-of-life is
achieved.
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4.3.2 Electrical components model: Underground cables
A commercial rating software was available at Unison, CYMCAP developed by CYME Interna-
tional T & D [CYME 2012]. It also uses the IEC 60287, solving cable rating based on analytical
techniques. The thermal resistance model used by PAR tool is also based on the IEC 60287 as
discussed in Section 3.2 solving based on a finite element method. A comparison of the PAR
algorithm output for cables and the commercial software available is shown in Figure 4.19.
Figure 4.19 Comparison of outputs of PAR algorithms and a commercial software
Two distinctly different cable types were chosen for illustration, evaluating the cable rating for
different thermal resistivity values. Similar cable properties and thermal resistance were used
to compare the two models, and the result is approximately the same for XLPE cables with
root mean square error (RMSE) of 5.7. The two models has slight difference at lower thermal
resistivity for paper insulated lead covered (PILC) cables with root mean square error of 29.3.
The difference is likely due to the difference in the way soil thermal resistivity is being mapped
between the two models. The PAR tool applies different weightings to the soil surrounding the
cable based on the finite element method (FEM), with weightings relative to the soil distance
from the cable. Taking this into account, the PAR tool approximated a higher rating that could
be achieved.
Some of the circuits on Unison’s network have been installed with distributed temperature
sensing (DTS) fibre along its route. As part of the validation process for the PAR tool, a cross
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section of a circuit on a Unison’s network has been selected and modelled at TS1095, as marked
in Figure 4.20. The site consists of a 33kV circuit, a thermal pedestal that’s connected to a
thermal probe installed 5cm above the 33kV circuit and a DTS fibre that has been laid in the
same duct as one of the circuit’s phase.
Figure 4.20 Validation site for DCR showing information of circuit and DTS fibre
The DTS equipment is located at the zone substation and wired up to send data to Unison’s
historian database. The equipment and wiring are as shown in Figure 4.21. The orange wire
is the multi-mode fibre required to perform temperature measurement and is connected to the
Sensortran Gemini HSI DTS equipment [Halliburton 2011]. The fibre cable is laid along the
circuit under study and is used for validation.
Along its route, the DTS fibre goes through different terrain as summarised in Table 4.3. The
cross section selected for validation is located approximately 356m from the Faraday ZS, which
is the location of thermal pedestals, TS1095.
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(a) Distributed temperature sensing equipment (b) Wiring of DTS fibre and communication patch
panel
Figure 4.21 DTS set-up at the zone substation
Table 4.3 Landmark along DTS fibre route
Distance (m) from ZS3 Description
50 Street crossing #1
270 Railway line
356 TS1095
586 Cable joint #1
708 Street crossing #2
1161 River crossing #1
1192 Cable joint #2
1380 Stree crossing #3
1817 Switching station
Comparison of the calculated values from PAR tool and the measured temperature from the
DTS hardware over time in Figure 4.22 shows similar trend between the two measurements as
the feeder load changes over time.
The data sampled looks at some of the peak period on the feeder. The feeder is utilised at 25% of
its rated value. The comparison shows the hot spot temperature on the cable calculated based on
FEM and the temperature of DTS fibre which is located in the cable duct. The DTS equipment
provides temperature sampling for every 0.25 meters along the DTS fibre. The sampled value
is then averaged every 1 meter to pin-point to the cross-section at TS1095. The FEM hot-spot
measurement relies on how often the temperature indices gets updated for each change in load,
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Figure 4.22 Comparison of calculated hot spot temperature of an underground cable and measured ambient
temperature of a DTS fibre
every 10 minute was used for the comparison. As the two calculations have different sampling
rate, a moving average has been used to compare the two. The measurements can be seen to
fluctuate over time and there’s no distinct relationship between the temperature inside the duct
and the actual temperature of the cable when looking it the dispersed value. When looking at the
moving average, the difference between the two temperatures is approximately 2 ◦C. Additional
comparisons can be made by using the latest technology in cable construction which have an in-
built DTS fibre at the screen wire layer and has been recorded as future work for the research.
In regards to rating evaluation which considers the maximum operating temperature of the
conductor, the PAR tool matched well with commercially available software and manufacturer’s
recommended rating as shown earlier in Figure 4.19.
4.3.3 Electrical components model: Overhead lines
The validation work for overhead lines looks at the calculation of the sag model presented in
Section 3.2.3. The sag-tension calculation was compared against the line tension sensors that
have been installed on a selected span on the Unison 33kV OHL network. A comparison between
the calculated and measured span tension for different conductors is shown in Figure 4.23.
The comparison shows close agreement between the measured and calculated tension values.
The rating and sag calculation model applies the same principle as the model developed by
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Figure 4.23 Comparison of calculated and measured tension of an overhead line
[IEEE 738 2013, CIGRE WG B2.12 2002] and applying clearance limit suggested by [AS/NZS
7000 2016].
4.3.4 Environmental conditions model: Interpolated site
The spatial interpolation model based on the study by [Shepard 1968] has been implemented
in the PAR tool as discussed in Section 3.3.3. To validate the accuracy of the model, data
from several soil thermal pedestal sites were gathered. The criteria for site validation was
that detailed survey data must be available and the site is monitored. The area selected for
validation is shown in Figure 4.24 with soil layer obtained by request from the local regional
council [Hastings District Council 2015].
Based on the detailed survey data of the top soil, the soil was found to be made up of sandy and
loamy material. The sites labelled 3 and 4 also contained limestone. Based on the compilation
of different soil types by [IEEE 442 1996], a moist soil with a mixture of these soil types will have
thermal resistivity values that range between 0.5 ◦C.m.W−1 to 1.5 ◦C.m.W−1. Using the inverse
distance weighting (IDW) model, it can be seen that the interpolated region closely follows the
surveyed soil boundary as shown in Figure 4.25.
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Figure 4.24 Spatial interpolation validation site
Figure 4.25 Interpolated soil thermal resistivity region
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As the interpolation is an approximation and only considers the soil type and thermal resistivity
values, site visits are still carried out to lookout for possible material that could cause the thermal
resistivity to increase along the underground cables. This include items such as trees, shrubs
and roadways. Safety factors are applied for such cases to account for the different items based
on its likelihood to cause changes to thermal resistivity values.
4.4 DISCUSSION
With the vast developments in sensor and communication technologies, there were many po-
tential investment and development options that could have been made to study the capacity
utilisation of electrical components. To carefully select the relevant development path for the
PAR tool, the desired features to be included are built upon benefit scoring which was used to
determine the key area and features that would benefit an EDN in the area of capacity utili-
sation. The framework used was presented in the case study by [Jalal et al. 2015] to rank the
benefit realisation for power transformers. Figure 4.26 shows an extract from the smart grid
benefits that were anticipated for power transformers.
Figure 4.26 Benefit-feature framework for power transformers, reprinted from [Jalal et al. 2015]
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To represent the framework and putting it into perspective, the features offered by the different
technologies are grouped together and stacked based on the scoring of the technology’s individual
benefits which then provides a clear mapping of the benefits that can be realised by the different
technologies as illustrated in Figure 4.27. Similar scoring of the framework was performed for
cables and overhead lines which leads to the mapping as shown in Figure 4.28 and Figure 4.29
respectively.
Figure 4.27 Benefit-technology alignment for power transformers
Figure 4.28 Benefit-technology alignment for underground cables
Based on the mapping, it can be seen across the electrical components that the immediate
feature required to be developed, is the ability to enhance asset capacity utilisation and the
different technology that can be utilised to realise the benefit. The benefit-technology alignment
mapping provides a stock-take of the different technology available to then decide on the features
to be developed. As part of the criteria for development, the PAR tool is designed; to ensure
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Figure 4.29 Benefit-technology alignment for overhead lines
ease of implementation, to be flexible to simulate different scenarios, and that the algorithm is
modular in the way it is executed. The criteria set out for the development are important to
solve the following challenges faced when implementing an intelligent computational algorithm
for an EDN as discussed in the next section.
4.4.1 Challenges in Implementing Algorithms for EDN
4.4.1.1 System interoperability
Similar to other utilities, Unison faced the challenge on interoperability of various proprietary
Information Technology (IT) systems which complicates the implementation of any computa-
tional framework throughout the company. Figure 4.30 shows the various IT platforms required
to run various business processes within Unison.
There are layers of IT systems to be considered in order to extract the data required for an
intelligent computational algorithm. An example of an interoperability problem faced in the
past was when the base rating algorithm from the PAR tool was to be implemented on the wider
network. The first algorithm that was rolled out in 2012 was the Dynamic Power Transformer
Rating (DTR) algorithm. The data that describes the asset is stored in an asset management
system, such as Activa. However, most of the data required for the algorithms were sampled at
the substations and remitted via the remote terminal units (RTU) to OSISoft PI system at a




































central location. The PI system also collects the ambient temperature data from weather stations
through an external server owned by the service provider. PI ACE (the calculation module of
PI) performs the DTR calculations and stores the outputs into the PI historian database which
can then be extracted using the relevant PI tags. An example of a tag from PI system and its
data is shown in Figure 4.31.
Figure 4.31 Data extracted from PI Tag for a transformers
Using the PI tags, a snapshot in time of the data are then linked to Supervisory Control and Data
Acquisition (SCADA) tiles to allow the outputs to be accessible by the control room operators.
During the DTR algorithm development phase, the algorithms in its Matlab codes format have
already been tested rigorously. However, since all the sampled real time data collected for the al-
gorithms were stored in the OSISoft PI system, the initial solution for algorithm implementation
was to utilize the PI system computational module, in a Visual Basic (VB) language. Hence,
the DTR algorithm was re-coded into VB language. This step took another several months of
development work because the code had to be rigorously tested again to ensure that it works
under all circumstances such as communication failures. Due to the significant amount of time
spent duplicating similar tasks, an alternative solution is proposed here. Rather than re-coding
whole algorithms, the option of placing Matlab on a server and getting PI to schedule the Matlab
code to run periodically was explored as shown in Figure 4.32. By understanding which data
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needed updating regularly, both the Matlab and the VB code were optimized to ensure that
each program was executed in sequence and provided the relevant outputs in a timely manner.
Figure 4.32 The dynamic rating algorithm implementation using OSISoft PI system
4.4.1.2 Output Visibility
The algorithms developed for capacity utilisation involve complex formulae and computations. In
order to increase the usefulness of the algorithm’s outputs to various users across the business, it
was important to visualize the data in an effective manner. The user requirements from different
groups of an EDN were captured to determine the calculation that needs to be triggered and
the different set of outputs required as shown in Table 4.4.
Based on the summary, the algorithm’s outputs are utilised differently by different teams in
an EDN. The development has been implemented based on this requirement set-out and the
challenges faced by EDN to process a growing list of data, and using it for decision making.
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Table 4.4 Algorithms user communities and their business needs
User communities Business applications
Control room operators
Real time network operation decisions e.g. how much
to load a line?
Asset managers
Asset condition and utilization e.g. how many times
has a transformer’s tap changer operated?
Network planners
Asset long term loading capability e.g. can an invest-
ment be deferred by optimizing an asset in a better
manner?
4.4.1.3 Data Availability and Quality
For any intelligent computation to produce an accurate result, its inputs have to be correct
and available when required. For example, without a good sensor validation and re-calibration
regime, the computation results can be wrong without any warning. At the same time, the need
for dependable hardware and communication systems could also be justified as hardware that
lacks the required accuracy can easily introduce round-off errors during computation. The lack
of a reliable communication system can lead to expensive hardware not able to send data when
required. The data quality varies for the different data set as it depends on the technology and
its communication system. A set of rules have been developed as part of this research to identify
the key triggers of a data quality issue in the area of capacity utilisation and can be used to
alert for possible errors in the data. This will be discussed further in Chapter 5.
4.4.2 Predictive Asset Rating Tool
As a solution to solve the challenges discussed and to provide EDN the capability of evaluating
rating utilisation as a real-time solution, constraint management and decision support, the PAR
tool is developed. The tool has been made generic, flexible and modular, allowing easy inte-
gration for different EDN. The algorithms are broken up into three different stages as shown in
Figure 4.33.
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Figure 4.33 Software architecture of PAR tool implementation
4.4.2.1 Input data consideration
During the input gathering stage of the algorithm, three key information needed to evaluate the
capacity utilisation are specified: the component parameters, load conditions and environmental
conditions. As the components parameters needed to be extracted from various IT systems, key
fields are first mapped to the PAR tool. Depending on the type of IT system specified, different
fields are mapped to the PAR tool as a MATLAB structure data type. The data gathered from
the field are mapped in a similar fashion using MATLAB structure data type, leading to three
separate input variables as input to the PAR tool: circuitParam, loadParam and envParam. By
doing this, the tool is not constrained to a proprietary IT system and new mapping can be easily
set-up to consider a different IT system. Once the inputs are specified, its data can be reviewed
using the GUI as shown in Figure 4.34.
The review data is limited to show data in time-domain and as a histogram. If an anomaly
is identified, the brush tools can be used to mark the data points for removal as shown in
Figure 4.34b. The different data set used for the research was shown earlier in Section 4.2.2 and
can be displayed into the review tab in time-domain or as a histogram. The review provides an
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(a) Review of air temperature data (b) Review of air temperature data with marker to
remove anomaly
Figure 4.34 GUI for data review pre-simulation
illustration of the different set of data available. Once the data are set, different combinations
of simulation can be performed as shown in Figure 4.35.
Figure 4.35 Simulation configuration for PAR tool
The circuitID represent a collection of asset that will be simulated and can be made of either
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power transformers, underground cables, overhead lines or combination of the three. The assets
that are linked to circuitID are populated from a table. Microsoft Excel was used in this research
for simplicity but a database would have provided a more robust solution as it provides security
and control over different versions of the table. The option of moving the tables into a database
is part future work for this research. Depending on the component type within the circuitID and
the simulation mode selected, either: “Rating”, “Standard”, “Monte Carlo” or “All”, different
functions will be executed. The simulation of “Standard” represent the maximum continuous
rating evaluation based on the international standard and “Rating” based on the model applied
in the PAR tool as discussed in Section 3.2. The two can be run independently and are mainly
used to provide a quick check and comparison on the rating profile over time for a given loadID
and envID. The results from the different simulation will be discussed further in Chapter 5 of
this thesis. The data flow model for a “Monte Carlo” simulation type is re-printed in Figure 4.36
and shows the link of the different data structure from the input, then recombined within the
PAR tool to perform a different calculation module to provide the requested output to the user.
Figure 4.36 Data model of PAR tool evaluation
A mixture of overhead and underground electrical components have been studied looking at
its capacity utilisation for varying environmental conditions. The datasets from installed field
monitoring devices and meteorological stations in the vicinity of these sites were limited. It is
important to arrive at an appropriate distance of separation that would strike a balance between
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cost and accuracy. For overhead lines; wind speed, wind angle, ambient temperature, and solar
radiation are parameters that strongly impact the dynamic line rating (DRL) calculations. The
ambient temperature and solar radiation exhibit low variation with localized distance as it de-
pends mainly on the sun location, coverage and time of day. It does however vary significantly for
wind speed and angle depending on local terrain and vegetation. To investigate the appropriate
distance of separation for the environmental parameters that vary significantly, the correlation
between wind speed readings between every pair of weather stations installed were determined.
Statistically, the magnitude of correlation ranges from 0 to 1. Correlation values above 0.5 would
indicate that the two weather stations involved have strongly correlated readings, while those
below 0.5 indicate weakly correlated readings. A weather station that is located in the forest
area are expected to have poor correlation with neighbouring weather stations with an increase
in distance compared to flat terrain, as found in Figure 4.37.
Figure 4.37 Correlation of wind speed value for varying distances and terrain
The second approach was through the use of the rating algorithm to carry out a sensitivity study
of the wind speed readings that are interpolated from relatively nearby weather stations instead
of an on-site weather station. The error in the current rating is recorded and grouped based on
the distance between the circuit and the interpolated weather station’s location. The error in
rating values when choosing a monitoring site located 1.32 km away from the circuit is shown
in Figure 4.38. It can be seen that the error has an almost Gaussian shaped distribution with
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mean error of 24.2 A and standard deviation 101.6 A. This indicates a 95% confidence interval
of almost ±200 A.
Figure 4.38 Histogram of line rating evaluation error for monitoring site within 2km distance
If the interpolation values are found to be unrealistic, a conservative approach is employed,
defaulting back to the recommended environmental conditions for the different electrical com-
ponents as per the values from IEC international standards discussed in Chapter 3.2.
4.4.2.2 Simulation consideration
Operation research is concerned with determining the maximum (of profit or utilisation) or
minimum (of loss, risk or cost) of a real-world objective, in this case in operating and managing an
electrical distribution network. Operation research provides a detailed study on decision making
process from initiation all the way to implementation, identifying the wastes and benefits. This
research looks at some of the aspects utilised in operation research to provide quantitative indices
for management decisions, mainly in the area of cost-benefit identification. The application of
the developed PAR in a 33kV electrical distribution network are evaluated. Several simulations
are carried out based on the criteria outlined in Figure 4.39. The results of the simulation are
collated to determine the indices to make management decision for an EDB.
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Figure 4.39 Simulation criteria and indices
The simulations are separated into two management decision criteria, decisions that are required
to be provided in real-time and detailed analysis for constraints management and network plan-
ning. The applications of the PAR tool for simulation consideration are discussed here and
the results of the simulation carried out for each of the management decision are discussed in
Chapter 5.
4.4.2.3 Real-time network evaluation
The application of the PAR tool for real-time network evaluation focuses on providing decision
support capability in the area of capacity utilisation for network operators. The tool has been
developed with the following features to perform real-time analysis of electrical components:
(a) Network operators: Monitoring of assets.
(b) Network operators: Capacity utilisation headroom planning.
(c) Network operators: Constraints identification.
As the first step, for a given circuit, the PAR tool collate the data from the database and
extract all the information required into the circuitParam structure. The PAR tool then export
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the minimum amount of data required to perform real-time simulation into a table. This step
is called moving from development to production seen in Figure 4.32 and the detailed step for
cables as an example shown in Figure 4.40.
Figure 4.40 Steps for processing data into table for real-time (cables)
The tables used for real-time evaluation are the thermal parameters discussed in Section 3.2.
Key parameters that have an impact to the rating of the electrical components are calculated
by the PAR tool. For cables this includes the layers of the cables which reflect the rate of the
heat dissipation from the cable’s core to the external environment. The circuit location and
soil information are also captured and represent the measurement point for interpolation. With
the base algorithm of the PAR tool deployed onto the server, the rating calculations reference
this table and are scheduled by the PI ACE system. This was possible with the help of the
System Integrator at Unison. A similar concept has also been employed for power transformers
and overhead lines. The parameters selected are based on its sensitivity to the rating evaluation
model and will be discussed further in Chapter 5.
4.4.2.4 Detailed network evaluation
The application of the PAR tool for detailed network evaluation focuses on providing scenario
analysis and decision support capability in the area of network planning and constraint identifi-
cation for network planners and asset managers. The tool has been developed with the following
features to perform detailed analysis of electrical components.
(a) Network planning: network expansion.
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(b) Network planning: capacity utilisation.
(c) Asset management: loss of life due to circuit loading.
(d) Asset management: asset design specification.
As discussed in Section 3.4, different reliability assessment methodologies have been investigated.
Based on an extensive literature review and evaluation, Monte Carlo simulation has been found
to provide the best methodology for scenario analysis and reliability assessment. The tool
developed utilises the same data for real-time however with additional ability to specify varying
location and conditions for reliability assessment as shown in Figure 4.41.
Figure 4.41 Steps for processing data for detailed network evaluation
The component’s attributes and information provides a baseline on the expected rating. Then
using the evaluation model proposed in Section 3.4, the electrical components are evaluated
considering the component’s location and the expected environmental parameters. Based on
the simulation, the optimal components are ranked and provide quantitative indices for decision
making considering the capacity utilisation margin, expected limitation and costs.
4.5 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
This chapter presented the application and implementation of the developed system for an electri-
cal distribution network. The service area under study and the electrical components on Unison’s
network have been presented. The available datasets and its distribution has been presented,
extracted from available monitoring devices. Validation steps taken to evaluate interpolated en-
vironmental conditions at unmonitored location have been discussed. Where uncertainty of the
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environmental condition data exist, a weighting factor relative to the rating has been applied.
The manufacturer’s rating has been used as the base rating for component’s thermal rating
model evaluation. The evaluation then looks at the percent increase or deficit from the base
value. To provide a holistic evaluation for the network considered, the utilisation of the assets
were measured as a probability and scored against the decision indices covering rating margin,
asset limitations and cost. The development ensures the tool is flexible and modular to carry
out different types of simulation required by EDBs. The evaluation of the network using the




In this chapter, the results of the research are presented. This chapter highlights the key deliv-
erables of the research, looking at the pattern observed when using predictive asset rating model
under different challenges faced by distribution network. The results are presented focusing on
the model’s ability to optimise the utilisation and planning of power transformers, overhead
lines and underground cables. The findings are then discussed to provide electrical distribution
networks opportunities to improve decision making process in the business using the developed
model.
5.2 INTRODUCTION
The model and its validation have been discussed in previous chapters. This chapter covers
the model’s ability in solving challenges experienced by a modern network due to consumer
technological shifts. Network companies are constantly looking for an opportunity to reduce ex-
penditure on the network to keep electricity prices low. Increased pressure from the government
and consumers ability to choose an alternative secondary source of electricity also plays a role.
The developed model will be used to predict a suitable rating for distribution assets under the
following scenario:
(a) Ability to provide rating predictions during load transfer,
(b) Ability to provide an optimised selection of assets for network expansion,
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(c) Ability to account for distributed generation,
(d) Ability to predict capacity utilisation of the network and provide decision support.
To provide context to the discussion of the different scenarios, three possible events under each
category has been selected. Other scenarios that can also be considered are highlighted in
Chapter 5. The next sections will make reference to the algorithm developed, outlining how
the individual steps are used to solve the different challenges for a distribution network. The
network under study was discussed in Section 4.2.1 and will be used again throughout the next
sections.
5.3 PREDICTIVE ASSET RATING FOR ELECTRICAL DISTRIBUTION NETWORK
The data gathered from distribution assets will be used with the developed model throughout
this chapter to collectively evaluate the capacity utilisation of the assets and tackle challenges
experienced in an electrical distribution networks. The data processing were discussed in Sec-
tion 4.2. The algorithm discussed in Section 3.4 is outlined here again for quick reference as
shown in Figure 5.1. The interface shown in Figure 5.2 will also be mentioned throughout the
section to provide context of the simulation carried out.
To compare the results produced by the developed model, the probability density function
(PDF), cumulative distribution function (CDF) and quantile-quantile (q-q) plot will be used
throughout this chapter. The PDF and CDF are used compare the simulation results and its
distribution whilst, the q-q plot is used to test for equality between the PDF produced. A
linear q-q plot suggests equal distribution whilst a variation towards negative suggests a reduced
probability and vice versa for positive variation [Thas 2010].
5.3.1 Network control and operations
This section looks at how the PAR models were used to solve daily challenges faced in the
industry to transfer load from one circuit to another due to an abnormal condition on the net-
work. The main challenge discussed here will be focused on optimising capacity planning during
contingency events and how the developed models are used to solve the challenges involved.
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Figure 5.1 Predictive asset rating model
The circuits considered supplies an area with a total load demand of 60 MVA in winter and 46
MVA in summer. The network single line diagram is shown in Figure 5.3. Different scenarios
of load transfer were studied and the PAR model’s were used to identify the optimal circuit to
be used during load transfer. The asset ratings are modelled in Step 6 of Figure 5.1. The load
transfer scenarios (LTS) considered are outlined in Table 5.1.
The results from the simulation will be discussed in the next subsections to demonstrate how
the results from PAR model can be used in network control and operations.
















Figure 5.2 User interface for predictive asset rating tool
Table 5.1 Load transfer scenarios (LTS)
Scenarios number Description
LTS000 Normal condition - comparing observed and PAR outputs.
LTS001 An outage on one circuit.
LTS002
One source of supply - simulating supply sourced from only
one grid exit point.
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Figure 5.3 Single line diagram of network under study
5.3.1.1 Available capacity during load transfer
The circuits with prefix ONEC and ONED are analysed in this section. These circuits were
selected as they’re commissioned as a double circuit requiring the two working in parallel. The
breakdown of the circuit has been discussed in detail in Table 4.1, consisting of mainly XLPE
underground cables and ACSR overhead lines. It was found that in all of the cases considered, the
limiting factor for the circuits is the power cable with a maximum continuous rating of 704 amps
when based on the manufacturer’s design condition. The simulation results in Figure 5.4 shows
the predicted rating under the different scenarios described in Table 5.1 with the circuit loading
shown in Figure 5.5.
The results in Figure 5.4 presents the estimated circuit rating when considering the environmen-
tal conditions experienced by the asset with data dated back to 1985. LTS002 are simulated
by assuming there was an outage at CB3 in Figure 5.3 thus requiring the power to be routed
from CB1, CB2, CB9 or CB10 through to CB6 to ensure the consumers connected to ZS3
remains with power. LTS001 are simulated by assuming the adjacent circuit has an outage
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Figure 5.4 Probability of rating for varying load transfer scenarios























Figure 5.5 Distribution curve of load for varying load transfer scenarios
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thus requiring circuit to be back-fed to ensure continuity of supply. The estimate circuit rating
has been normalised against the manufacturer’s design conditions to present the relative dif-
ference. One would expect the available capacity to be higher than the manufacturer’s rating
when the observed environmental conditions is favourable such as lower air temperature, higher
wind speed and improved soil thermal diffusivity since the equations that relates this conditions
to the heat transfer across the electrical components leads to a lower ∆θ in (3.1), (3.16) and
(3.37), a reduction in the overall temperature. The developed model provides the ability for
network operators to collectively consider past and present operating conditions to estimate the
circuit rating. It can be seen in Figure 5.4 that when the observed environmental conditions is
considered, the expected available capacity can be up to 1.11 higher than the manufacturer’s
rating as seen for the ONED circuit. From the result, it can be identified that the circuit ONED
is the best path to use under any contingency event based on the higher expected rating under
different load transfer scenarios, up to 3.5% higher as seen in the q-q plot shown in Figure 5.6.
The circuits ONEC and ONED also have an equal probability of getting the expected value of
1.073 and 1.095 rating factor respectively based on the linear trend.
5.3.1.2 Operate based on risk and performance
The PAR model provides the ability to rapidly evaluate the available capacity of the network
under varying loading and environmental conditions. Through Monte Carlo simulation, samples
of the conditions are selected at random to determine the expected value of the asset ratings.
When the PAR:Network Ops simulation is selected, the model focuses on calculating the ability
of interconnected electrical components: power transformers, overhead lines and underground
cables to carry out load transfer scenarios. Each simulation allows the network risk to be
evaluated based on the likelihood of achieving a rating for a given operating limits of the network
such as maximum operating temperature and protection settings, given as,




xa−1 (1− x)b−1 dx (5.1)
where, a and b are the shape parameters of the distribution and B (a, b) is the beta function
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QQ plot of the different LTS for comparison






































Figure 5.6 Comparison of ONEC and ONED circuit rating PDF
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that’s fitted to the expected rating. In a network outage scenario, x will be the rating estimates
when exposing the electrical components to different operational and environmental scenarios.
Simulating for the different scenarios allows network operators better control over the choice of
expected rating for the circuits, balancing the operation based on improved rating whilst main-
taining the network risk. Choosing a higher rating while knowing with some certainty the risk
involved and vice versa. Consider one of the present practice where in the event of abnormal
conditions, load flow studies are carried out to determine whether the electrical components
are overloaded. In the past and to-date, these studies have been carried out using static envi-
ronmental conditions such as the seasonal value, thus, not reflecting the conditions experienced
by the asset on a day-to-day basis. Comparing the rating of cables commissioned in different
operating conditions and normalising it against the static rating, it can be seen in Figure 5.7
that the estimated rating are consistently higher, suggesting that the assets have been installed
in relatively better environmental conditions than the conditions suggested for static value.
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Figure 5.7 Comparison of in-situ rating as a factor against static
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If the asset were commissioned in a poor environment, a factor less than one would be expected.
Stacking up the results looking at the risk of overheating, it can be seen in Figure 5.8 that the
circuits can be operated comfortably between 27 and 35◦C. The circuit with the highest risk of
overheating is NORT with 39◦C of headroom to the 90◦C limit of XLPE cables.
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Figure 5.8 Probability of overheating on the circuit
5.3.2 Asset health and constraints
This section looks at the constraints model focusing on thermal and mechanical constraints. The
circuit constraints are modelled in Step 5 and 5b of Figure 5.1 whilst still ensuring the capacity
are optimised through the predictive rating model. The results of the constraint model will be
demonstrated in this section.
The thermal constraints are modelled based on the heat transfer equation of the three elec-
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trical component discussed in Chapter 3, consisting of power transformers, overhead lines and
underground cables, where their thermal constraints were given as,
θptx = θa + ∆θoil + ∆θh (5.2)
m · cp ·
dθohl
dt











+Wgen,n · Tn (5.4)
while θptx, θohl and θugc is less than their respective maximum operating temperature, θmax. The
design temperature of the components were used and gathered from the manufacturer’s tech-
nical specification. The temperature limit under normal continuous operation for the different
electrical components as discussed in Chapter 3 are summarised in Table 5.2.
Table 5.2 Temperature limit of electrical components





For mechanical constraints, only OHL are considered looking at the sag-tension model. The
constraints are determined by ensuring the clearance of objects surrounding the OHL are within
the specified standard safety limit as illustrated in Figure 5.9. The clearance limit for different
objects are summarised in Table 5.3. As mentioned in Chapter 3, the limit given are based on
New Zealand application and will vary for different countries based on local regulations.
The OHL clearance constraints covered in this research only look at a subset of objects in the
proximity of the OHL. For other objects such as near houses and refined clearance limit, readers
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Figure 5.9 Illustration of span clearance limit
Table 5.3 Clearance limit of 33kV OHL in New Zealand






can make reference to the “AS/NZS 7000 - Overhead Line Design” [AS/NZS 7000 2016] which
will not be discussed in detail here.
Performing the simulation with mode “PAR: Constraint Management” determines the likelihood
of constraints on the network and suggests an optimised solution to resolve the issues. This is
achieved in the algorithm by sampling the operating conditions of the assets, determine the
expected constraint of the asset by evaluating (5.2), (5.3) and (5.4) solving for temperature, θ.
Once evaluated, the location of the constraint at each iteration are captured and finally scored.
To demonstrate this, the NORT circuit has been selected as it has the highest percentage of
overhead with 87% and the remaining of the circuits are made up of three different types of
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underground cables, AL 500mm2, CU 500mm2, and AL 800mm2. The output in Figure 5.10
shows the result of a single constraint simulation showing the overall span’s height profile of the
NORT circuit at the sampled condition. Zooming in to span 130, it can be seen in Figure 5.11
that the clearance headroom is 1 m which is 0.2 m lower than the required clearance limit of 1.2
m seen in Table 5.3. The critical clearance location to an object (other conductors, crossing line,
shortpole, trees, fence or ground) are also captured as marked and labelled in Figure 5.11. These
metrics are captured at each iteration to determine the probability of constraints occurring under
different operating conditions. Constraint management simulation were carried out on the same
part of the network for NORT based on the scenarios outlined in Table 5.4.
Table 5.4 Constraint analysis scenarios (CAS)
Scenarios number Description
CAS000
Baseline - simulated at an arbitrary time for each component
type
CAS001
Introduce conditions that increases constraints for each com-
ponent type
CAS002
Introduce conditions that reduces constraints for each com-
ponent type
The scenario CAS000 looks at the constraints of electrical components based on the environmen-
tal conditions experienced throughout the year. For CAS001, the simulation will prominently
use the distribution of environmental conditions in summer where higher temperature and longer
exposure to solar radiation are observed. The opposite is selected for CAS002 by choosing en-
vironmental distribution fitted during the winter period. The results of the constraint analysis
scenarios are shown in Figure 5.12 showing the expected monthly rating value. It is observed
that January is the worst performing month for this circuit, able to only achieve 229 amps due
to constraints on the network. Whilst July provides a lot of opportunity for load transfer if
remedial work needs to be performed on either of the circuit, OneA, OneB, OneC and OneD
supplied from GXP1 in Figure 5.3.
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Figure 5.12 Predictive asset rating for NORT circuit
5.3.3 Network expansion planning
Consumer behaviour on energy use varies due to seasonal and uptake of technologies as discussed
in Chapter 2. This is demonstrated in Figure 5.13 which shows the breakdown of load demand at
different parts of the network, with CB1 containing the simulated technology uptake, showing
a slight increment in the overall current. As the capacity headroom decreases, the decision
to upgrade or redistribute the load needs to be made. The algorithm in Step 9 of Figure 5.1
was developed to provide network expansion decision support capability. This is achieved by
utilising the load demand and consumer behaviour data to identify potential constraints and
expected headroom of the network. The different inputs are considered in Step 1 to Step 3
of the algorithm. The result of determining the optimised electrical components to meet the
desired load demand and consumer behaviour are presented in this section.
It can be seen that the circuits studied are lightly loaded with the highest value off 400 amps
recorded on CB3. Under installed conditions there are no immediate requirements for network
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Figure 5.13 Collection of load demand and consumer behaviour data
expansion. To simulate possibilities of network expansion, the scenarios outlined in Table 5.5
were carried out. The simulations were performed to highlight the model’s ability to score and
rank different parts of the network based on the capacity headroom and identify areas on the
network that can be optimised to meet load demands.
Table 5.5 Network expansion scenarios (NES)
Scenarios number Description
NES000 Baseline - load demand with no back feeding
NES001 Introduce load variation based on forecasted load demand
The scenarios will be focusing on the load center at ZS4 which can be supplied by MARFARAD,
PIER1 and PIER2 as per Figure 5.3. The distribution circuits are made up of purely UGC
with type and size of AL 300mm2 and AL 400mm2. To provide context to the scenarios, two
approaches to tackle network expansion are compared first in this section, deterministic and
probabilistic. The later approach is the methodology used by the developed algorithm.
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Deterministic approaches in network expansion are still practised by most utilities where a
criteria for replacement is determined up-front. A common approach is to assume the forecasted
load demand to be linear and replacement are required when network capacity reach a pre-set
capacity utilisation, for example 80%. Given the load demand of ZS4 between the year 2012
to 2015 shown in Figure 5.14, the absolute peak load were selected. In an ideal scenario, the
peak demand needs to be based on the base load of the zone substation not accounting for back-
feeding as this period often occurs for a short period of time and does not lead to thermal stress
on the network. Raw load are used throughout this chapter to allow consistent comparison.
Based on the yearly peak for ZS4 and interpolating the data until 2021 based on least square
regression, it can be seen that the circuits supplying ZS4 needs to be upgraded in 2019 to meet
the deterministic criteria of 80% capacity utilisation. The down side of deterministic approach
is that the likelihood of the capacity constraints are not measured which introduces a higher
error if the operating conditions changes as the scenarios are not accounted for.
Figure 5.14 Half-hourly load profile for ZS4
Looking at the same problem in a probabilistic manner, other than just looking at the load
for each year, conditions that can likely change the capacity headroom of the circuit are also
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Annual peak load over time
Yearly peak @ ZS4
Linear fit (least square)
Interpolated
AL 400mm2 @ rated value
AL 400mm2 @ 80% capacity limit
Figure 5.15 Load forecast for ZS4 based on linear trend with deterministic capacity limit
considered. As an example, it is known from the collected data that the air temperature of the
region ranges from 5◦C to 30◦C with an average temperature of 18◦C as shown in Figure 5.16.
Figure 5.16 Air temperature at ZS4
It can be seen that the likelihood of the air temperature to be at the maximum value of 30◦C
is low. Using the dataset to evaluate the predictive rating of the circuit, it can be seen in
Figure 5.17 that at 95% confidence interval, the likely capacity available on the circuit is higher
than the rated value. Based on this information the network expansion can be delayed and
wouldn’t need replacing in 2019.
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Annual peak load over time
Yearly peak @ ZS4
Linear fit (least square)
Interpolated
AL 400mm2 @ rated value
AL 400mm2 @ 0.95 confidence interval
Figure 5.17 Load forecast for ZS4 based on linear trend with probabilistic capacity limit
As the probabilistic capacity evaluation considers past and the likely weather going forward,
there is a higher certainty of the calculated available capacity. To demonstrate the use of PAR
in network expansion studies, the scenarios listed in Table 5.5 were considered. The NES000
scenario focuses on providing a point of reference on the capacity utilisation of the network with
the load demands as shown in Figure 5.13. The impact of increased demand to the capacity
utilisation of the network expansion is simulated in NES001 scenario. The forecasted load
demand based on linear regression shown in Figure 5.17 is factored year-on-year to generate a
forecasted load distribution.
In an electricity distribution service where price-quality regulation exist, profits are limited
and investment needs to be optimised to ensure consumers demands on service quality are
met. Through a centralised decision making processes it is hypothesised that requirements for
network investment can be highlighted through distinct criteria. This is the basis of this research
which looks at day-to-day decision making process that occurs within an electrical distribution
network. One of the main topic this research focuses on is the capacity utilisation of electrical
components, which is seen as the main backbone of the network needed to ensure quality of
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supply. This topic is discussed in Section 5.4.3.1. The developed model looks at the impact of
different environmental conditions to asset rating, then aggregates and quantifies the impact for
different decision making processes in an electrical distribution network which will be discussed
in the next section.
5.4 DISCUSSION
The results presented have demonstrated how different steps of the algorithm shown in Figure 5.1
can be used to solve challenges faced by network operators. Used collectively it provides a new
capability for decision making in an electrical distribution network. The steps utilised in the
simulations will be discussed in the following sections to highlight how the developed model
provides an improvement in the industry over past practices. The steps will be discussed in
three parts:
(a) Processing raw data,
(b) asset rating computations,
(c) decision making process.
5.4.1 Processing raw data
The processing of raw data for the simulation made references to Step 1 to Step 3 of the PAR
model shown in Figure 5.1. Step 1 of the model provides the ability to specify the input. The
inputs are imported as either one of the following file extensions: MATLAB (.mat), Excel (.xls)
or JavaScript Object Notation (.json). It was decided to support these file types as they are
seen as the most commonly used in the industry other than a raw text file. The use of a raw
text file, such as .csv, .txt and similar file format were also considered. It was however decided
for this to be pre-processed prior to importing it into PAR. Doing so allows better exception
handling if the user selected an unrecognisable file format. Raw text files are parsed to a .json
using the MATLAB built in function, jsonencode(). The generated .json can then be imported
for processing in PAR.
The data required to run the model were gathered using existing infrastructure available at
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Unison. The three parameters needed are the circuit, load and environmental data as discussed
in Chapter 4 and reprinted in Figure 5.18 for reference.
Figure 5.18 Data model of PAR tool
At this stage of the algorithm, the raw inputs are fitted to the generalised beta distribution
(GBD). As highlighted in Section 3.3.2, the GBD is appropriate since the distribution allows for
the shape of the probability density to change depending on the fit to the observed data. These
characteristics of GBD are seen as a good fit to the model since even if the probability density
of the raw data are not known in advance, a good distribution fit can still be determined by
estimating α and β of the beta distribution function. For this particular case, utilising GBD
provides a refined probability distribution compared to just using the Rayleigh distribution which
has been used extensively for the probability density function (PDF) of wind speed data.
The input data are transformed by a series of operations to clean up the data, a step mentioned
in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 as data curation. The operations are selectively used by the model
looking at stale data, impossible rate of change and errors in data capture. For stale data,
data curation is performed in the model by looking at periods where the second derivative of
the data is zero for more than a specified stale period. Based on known sampling rate and to
remove incomplete data from the monitoring stations, the stale period threshold for the different
environmental conditions shown in Table 5.6 are used. During this step, outliers are also removed
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by looking at the gradient of the data that’s above or below an abnormal value.
Table 5.6 Stale period threshold
Environmental conditions Duration
Air Temperature 2 hours
Wind Speed 3 hours
Wind Angle 3 hours
Solar Radiation 16 hours
Soil temperature 6 hours
Soil thermal resistivity 6 hours
Consider the raw air temperature data from a weather station shown in Figure 5.19. The trend
in Figure 5.19a shows an extreme value that’s very unlikely for an air temperature. For the same
set of data looking closely at period shown in Figure 5.19b, a stale data can be identified at 16
Dec. Likely caused by a lost of communication to the monitoring station which is very common
for field devices. Without evaluating the raw data through Step 1 to 3, a poor distribution fit is
observed as shown in Figure 5.21. The curation process leads to the result shown in Figure 5.20.
After identifying and filling the anomalies where possible, an improved fit was achieved as shown
in Figure 5.22a. The curation step is important to ensure a representative distribution fit to the
data is achieved. The process built into Step 1 to 3 of the algorithm can be applied to different
sets of data used by network operators.
This step was applied to every environmental data considered to determine the shape parameters
of the distribution. The parameters are reused to generate random variate that’s applied to
different scenarios of network evaluation such as the scenarios listed in Table 5.1, Table 5.4, and
Table 5.5. The monthly distribution of the different environmental data are shown in Figure 5.22
and Figure 5.23, each of which has a distinct shape. The shifting of the expected value for the
different seasons can be easily identified through this approach as seen for air temperature in
Figure 5.22a and wind speed in Figure 5.22b.
5.4.2 Asset rating computations
When comparing the rating model, the manufacturer’s rating has been selected as a baseline.
Manufacturers use a common set of environmental conditions based on industrial standards
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Figure 5.19 Raw air temperature data
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Cleaned Air temp data
(a) Outliers identified and removed
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Cleaned Air temp data
(b) Stale data identified and removed
Figure 5.20 Cleaned air temperature data
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Figure 5.21 Poor fit of probability density
across their products. The environmental conditions considered for the base rating is given in
Table 5.7.
As highlighted in Chapter 3.2, the heat transfer across electrical components have varying im-
pact to its rating. It is immaterial to the rating values to consider environmental condition
with low sensitivity score. Due to this, it can be seen in Table 5.7 that not all environmental
conditions are considered by manufacturers or industrial standard when evaluating the rating of
an electrical component. For discussion, different types of rating used in the industry are high-
lighted. Network operators have historically relied upon static ratings to define the maximum
allowable current (ampacity) passing through electrical components which are set as the opera-
tional limits. Many of the input values that are used to calculate these limits (such as ambient
temperature, soil temperature, wind speed, solar radiation and environmental conditions) are
assumptive in nature. Typically, network operators select values that represent the worst-case
scenario based on historically observed conditions in the service area. This leads to static ratings
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Figure 5.22 Probability density of environmental data
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Figure 5.23 Probability density of environmental data
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Table 5.7 List of environmental conditions used for base rating
Environmental parameters
Static values used for
different electrical
components
PTX RF UGC RF OHL RF
Air temperature (◦C) - 30 30
Wind speed (m.s−1) - - 1
Wind direction (degrees) - - 60
Solar radiation (W.m−1) - - 1000
Soil temperature (◦C) - 15 -
Soil thermal resistivity (◦C.m.W−1) - 1.2 -
(SR) that are conservative for most conditions but could potentially exceed the true ampacity
during unfavourable conditions. The next section discusses varying types of rating used in the
industry followed by an evaluation of how the developed model are used to support the decision
making process for EDN in Section 5.4.3.
5.4.2.1 Evaluation of rating model
The predictive asset rating (PAR) model that has been developed during this study suggests an
advancement in the rating model over what’s currently available in the industry. The different
type of rating model presently used in the industry were discussed in Chapter 3.
The advancement suggested for power transformers (PTX) looks at substituting additional vari-
ables relating to the PTX state of operation such as the tap position and fan modes when
evaluating the differential equation discussed in Chapter 3. The inclusion allowed one rating
model to be used for multiple power transformers configuration. This is especially beneficial if
an oil-natural-air-natural (ONAN) were retrofitted with a fan, the model are able to adapt to the
changes when evaluating the rating to ensure the correct thermal constants are used. A month
trend of thermal rating of the PTX at ZS3 is shown in Figure 5.24 comparing the calculated
ONAN and ONAF rating. The period of a month is chosen here to allow clearer trend compared
to showing 5 years worth of data. Depending on the frequency of fan’s operation status, the
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estimated rating will consider ONAN and ONAF computation.
Figure 5.24 Trend of power transformer rating with additional variable considered
For overhead line, it is suggested in Chapter 3 to substitute the temperature variable, θf in the









+ xlexp · θf + εf
(5.5)
with the thermal model in (3.36), given as,
m · cp ·
dθ
dt
= Wgeneration +Qsun −Qradiation −Qconvection (5.6)
The result of the substitution allows improved flexibility when carrying out network constraints
for overhead line allowing the rating evaluation to consider both the line clearance and thermal
evaluation. It is advised the two should be evaluated together to ensure health and safety risk
are mitigated. This was utilised when carrying out the constraint analysis scenario (CAS) listed
in Table 5.4 for the overhead lines.
For underground cables, the finite element model were proposed and developed as discussed in
Chapter 3. Generating the mesh network impose the biggest challenge as detailed information
of the cable layer and configuration were needed. Information needed includes the thickness of
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individual layer, the thermal resistivity of those layers, automatically arranging the position of
screen wires and order of the layers from a external environment to the core of the cables. This
was achieved by building in rules from manufacturer’s data. Key information looked at were
cable diameter, layer info such as oversheath material, insulation material, number of screen
wires (if any). Doing so then allows placement of individual layers for the cable mesh. The
nodes of the mesh and its layers are shown in Figure 5.25.
Figure 5.25 Nodes for cable mesh showing circular uniform layers
Comparing the rating calculation against 3rd party application, CYMCAP which uses FEM
shows similarity between the two calculation as shown in Figure 5.26. The root mean squared
error (RMSE) for the environmental and installation conditions comparison is 5.7 and 5.86
respectively.
5.4.3 Decision making process
5.4.3.1 Decision making in electrical distribution network
A distribution network consist of a series of electrical components that are connected together
to make a complete circuit. A bottleneck in a part of the network affects the overall supply.
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(a) Comparing 3xsingle core cables in trefoil formation
(b) Comparing parallel 3xsingle core cables in trefoil formation
Figure 5.26 Comparison of maximum continuous rating calculation
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It is then important to identify operationally the impact of environmental conditions on these
circuit throughout its operational life. A circuit in a distribution network comprises of assets
with similar ratings to maximise the capacity utilisation. It can be seen in Figure 5.27 that a
bottleneck in one section, NT-Section 3 which has a dynamic feeder rating of 571 amps prevents
the higher rated section, NT-Section 1 with a dynamic feeder rating of 760 amps to be fully
utilised as doing so will lead to overheating of the NT-Section 3 section.
Figure 5.27 Dynamic feeder rating dashboard implemented at Unison
The circuit is also capped to the protection limit, with the final rating labelled as circuit rating
as shown in Figure 5.27. This ensures that the network operator does not accidentally trip the
circuit by loading the circuits higher than the protection settings. The rating values on the
dashboard shown in Figure 5.27 is the output of Step 5 to Step 7 of the PAR model given in
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Figure 5.1. The steps evaluates all the electrical component along the section of the circuit
consisting of overhead lines and underground cables and report the likely value as a rating per
section. The likely value here is the estimated rating, E[y(X)] from Monte Carlo simulation, such
that the evaluation of the asset operating temperature, θ is estimated by performing multiple
calculation of θn from large number of samples, that is θ̂n
a.s.−−→ θ when n → ∞ as discussed in
Section 3.4.1.3.
Simulations were carried out to evaluate the rating and temperature of the electrical components
based on the circuits load profile shown in Figure 4.3 and the environmental conditions shown
in Figure 4.5, Figure 4.6a, Figure 4.6b, Figure 4.7, Figure 4.8 and Figure 4.9 as discussed in
Chapter 4. The circuits selected here is to compliment the capacity evaluation carried out in
Section 5.3.1.1 which looks at circuit OneC and OneD. The simulation for rating and constraint
were evaluated to identify the rating and degree indices described in Figure 4.39. The summary
of the results is shown in Table 5.8 and Table 5.9 respectively.







OneC 1 780 - 807 798 664 1.2
OneC 2 640 - 655 647 590 1.1
OneD 1 758 - 781 772 664 1.16
OneD 2 782 - 817 797 726 1.1
*PAR: predictive asset rating, SR: static rating.







OneC 1 30 - 35 31 90 2.9
OneC 2 27 - 30 28 90 3.2
OneD 1 28 - 33 30 90 3
OneD 2 27 - 29 28 90 3.2
*EC: Expected constraint, Cmax: Max limit of constraints (either thermal or mechanical).
The margin ratio represents the factor of potential capacity gained/reduced with the implemen-
tation of PAR. It was found that the environmental conditions considered on the network prior
to this study has been over estimated and the capacity margin can be as high as 20% more than
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initial assumptions. Over estimation is aligned with industry practice of using near-extreme
value to exercise caution when planning the network. A reduction in available capacity is pos-
sible if the initial environmental condition based on static rating has been under estimated and
assumed to have better environmental conditions.
The limitation ratio represents the factor of potential constraint on the network due to capacity
utilisation of the circuit. For these circuits, the headroom available were found to be up to 3.2
times lower than the limit. It was also found that the limiting components along the circuit
does not experience a lot of variation in its environmental conditions based on the narrow PDF
shown in Figure 5.28, with the only exception being the OneD 2 circuit.
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Figure 5.28 PDF of cables dynamic rating
Under normal loading condition, the probability of loading the circuit OneC and OneD above
the cable thermal limit of 90 ◦C is low as shown in Figure 5.29. Based on this evaluation by
looking at the margin and limitation ratio, the two circuits can be safely used to meet the
expected load demand without overheating or breaching constraint on any part of the circuit.
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Figure 5.29 PDF of cable’s operating temperature
5.5 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The results and discussion of the model presented in this research demonstrated how network
operators are able collectively consider different network configurations and environmental con-
ditions to make decisions based on probabilistic method. The model provides a better un-
derstanding in the operation and limitation of the electrical components on the network by
carrying out multiple scenarios based on Monte Carlo simulation. This is made possible through
the added ability to fit distribution of environmental data and considerations of parameters such
as circuit loading, fan operations, clearance data and others discussed in this chapter which has
been demonstrated to have an impact to the overall asset utilisation. The results presented has
shown that the model can be used but not limited to evaluating the available capacity during
load transfer, selection of asset for network expansion and evaluation of capacity margin thus
covering the criteria set for this research.
Chapter 6
CONTRIBUTIONS, FUTURE WORK AND CONCLUSIONS
6.1 OVERVIEW
In previous chapters the developed model were discussed and the research findings were pre-
sented. In this chapter, the summary of each chapters are first presented. The research contri-
butions are then highlighted. The tasks to be considered for future improvement of the predictive
asset rating model are then discussed. The final section concludes this thesis.
6.2 INTRODUCTION
The predictive asset rating (PAR) model and the results of the model’s implementation across
asset management, planning and network operation at Unison Networks Ltd have been discussed
in previous chapters. The summary of each chapter are discussed below:
Chapter 1 has presented the background, problem statement, objective and structure of the
thesis.
Chapter 2 has provided the concepts, data structure and asset parameters that are relevant
to determine the assets’ capacity utilisation. Different research on capacity utilisation
were discussed. Finally, the chapter presented the current shortfall of existing method and
the proposed solution to develop an aggregation model for rating evaluation to solve the
technical challenges.
Chapter 3 has detailed the modelling used for rating evaluations. The chapter highlighted the
available industrial standards and the work adopted into the PAR model. The aggregation
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model were discussed, outlining the model requirements to be flexible: being able to be
fitted to different input data, accurate: able to measure confidence, fast and simple: ability
to update the underlying model. These requirements were met by demonstrating the
model’s ability to perform a range of simulation for different type of electrical component,
load profile and operating conditions as discussed in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4.
Chapter 4 has presented the application and implementation of the developed model in an elec-
trical distribution network. The datasets and network model used for the study demon-
strated a range of technical challenges faced by the industry and highlighted ways the
developed model can be used to simulate and provide a measure of rating and constraints
on the network.
Chapter 5 has discussed the results of predictive asset rating tool implementation in an electri-
cal distribution networks. The simulation of varying environmental conditions and their
impact to different electrical components were presented. It was found that the devel-
oped model were able to support decision making by providing suggestion of circuits to
use during abnormal conditions, highlight potential constraints and fix required, and more
importantly aggregating parameters for rating evaluation.
6.3 CONTRIBUTIONS
The main contributions of this research in the field of electrical distribution network optimisation
are summarised as follows:
• Deployment of rating aggregation model: An elaborate step-by-step approach of
the developed predictive asset rating model was presented in Section 3.5. The developed
model is able to use a combination of the following parameters: type of electrical com-
ponents, load profile, environmental and operating conditions. This approach allows the
rating evaluation to be aggregated to consider the varying challenges faced by electrical
distribution network. The evaluation process constitutes a step forward to the existing
rating evaluation methods discussed in Section 2.5 as compared in Figure 6.1 with the
developed model solving additional technical challenges faced by the industry.
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Figure 6.1 Comparison of technical challenges solved by model against existing methods
• Analysis and evaluation of rating: It has been shown in Section 5.3 that the developed
model can be used to support decision making for electrical distribution network, cater-
ing for network control and operations, network planning, and asset management. The
ability to sample the operating conditions at varying interval allows the asset performance
to be evaluated in real-time, by day, month and year with possible criteria discussed in
Section 4.4.2.2 and reprinted in Figure 6.2 for reference. The approach enables an im-
provement in performing targeted capacity utilisation studies.
Figure 6.2 Simulation criteria and indices
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• In-depth analysis of line clearance evaluation: As part of the work in constraint
analysis for overhead lines, a feature rich LiDAR dataset were used where the LiDAR
data point contains a label of the object it belongs to, along with the point height. This
research provided findings of constraint consideration against multiple clearance limit to
object and structures as discussed in Section 5.3.2. The approach to consider different
types of non-electrical object is additional over current practices. The PAR model also
consider clearance to underbuilt conductors with varying voltage level.
Contribution of the research work reported in this thesis have also been shared and reaffirmed
by the industry as conference papers and awards received as listed in list of publications.
6.4 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE WORK
The present iteration of the PAR model is seen as fit for purpose to solve the challenges faced in
the electricity distribution network discussed in Chapter 2. There are some short-comings in the
model which can be improved and will be discussed in the next sections, covering the following
steps of the model:
(a) processing raw data,
(b) asset rating computations and decision making process,
6.4.1 Processing raw data
Data has been ingested, transformed and visualised throughout this study. Some data requires
more processing whilst others are applied directly into the PAR model. Data that does not
require further processing such as those categorised as static data in Chapter 4 does not require
further changes. This section shall then focuses on the remaining data category:
(a) Time-series data
(b) Financial data
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6.4.1.1 Time-series data
The data that falls under this category includes operational data such as circuit loading and
environmental condition. The following section highlight some of the work that can be considered
to further advance the model when considering time-series data.
(i) Spatial interpolation
The models ability to interpolate the raw data from field devices that’s located further
apart makes it easier for network operators to interpret and make use of the data. Despite
not having raw data, pre-existing distribution has also been built into the model to cater
for data that’s not available. As highlighted in Chapter 4, the dataset were gathered
from environmental stations located in the North Island of New Zealand. Due to this
the datasets used for the spatial interpolation model are currently only applicable for
network operators located in the North Island, covering Hawkes Bay and Rotorua region.
The existing spatial interpolation grid covers an area approximately 91 km2 for Hawkes
Bay and 36 km2 for Rotorua. The implemented inversed distance weighted (IDW) spatial
interpolation model requires approximately 2 hours to map out the grid. This is a lot slower
than propriety GIS software, ArcGis, which took less than 2 minutes to map out the same
size grid. The implemented spatial interpolation model would work fine to interpolate a
point at a time but was not efficient to interpolate larger sized grid. This part of the
algorithm can be optimised further. A potential solution to speed up the IDW calculation
as discussed by [ArcGIS 2007] is to limit the number of measured values used to predict the
unknown points by only selecting nearby measured points. The distant measured points
can be assumed zero with little influence to the final interpolation. The implemented IDW
model assumes distant measured point to be equal to the static environmental value used
by industrial standard such as 1.2 ◦C.m/W for soil thermal resistivity. Implementing this
will greatly increase the speed of compute for larger size grid.
(ii) Geographical considerations for soil data
Data capture of soil thermal data that has direct impact to the rating of underground cable
is difficult to achieve as the underground cables tend to be buried more than one meter
below ground, below other buried services. Direct access to the soil conditions in close
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proximity to the underground cables thus will require civil work which will be expensive to
perform along the length of underground cables. Most publicly available soil data in New
Zealand focuses more on top-soil conditions which were carried out for agriculture studies
looking at soil properties up to 60 cm. Some of which were highlighted in Chapter 4.
Propriety GIS software has the capabilities of including information from GIS layers such
as the top-soil data layer which can be superimposed onto the IDW spatial interpolation to
take additional geographical data into consideration when interpolating soil thermal data.
As this method is done well by GIS softwares, the concept of superimposing the GIS layer
wasn’t investigated further. This step can help increase the accuracy of the soil thermal
data which is used for cable rating calculations.
6.4.1.2 Financial data
The financial data looks at the capital expenditure (CAPEX) and operational expenditure
(OPEX) on the network. This relates to item such as the cost of an equipment and network
upgrade. A reference to financial data prepared by network operators in United Kingdom were
discussed in Chapter 4. The financial data were not utilised in the end as the study would have
divert away from the predictive asset rating model, as such the cost impact simulation were not
simulated. As the developed model provides the ability to calculate the probability of rating
and constraint on the network. The impact can be set quantitatively based on the financial data
by assigning tiered range of financial impact to the business. Given that,
Risk = Probability (of a failure) ∗ Impact (damage related to the failure) (6.1)
the scenarios discussed in Chapter 5 can be paired to the financial data as shown in Table 6.1
to evaluate the risks. The risk index can then be calculated to provide additional matrix to
network operators when making a business decision.
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Table 6.1 Potential study for risk evaluation
Financial impact Probabilistic studies to evaluate risks
Network performance Load transfer scenario, network expansion scenario
Public safety Constraint analysis scenario
Environmental impact Constraint analysis scenario
6.5 DISCUSSION
The opportunities for improvement in the rating computations is highlighted in this section.
As suggestion for improvement will also lead to better decision making process, the two will be
discussed together. The asset rating computation revolves around the heat transfer equation to
find the optimal operating temperature for varying network events. The next sections will look
at how the rating computation can be improved to further optimise the capacity utilisation of
the electrical components.
6.5.1 Distributed temperature sensing for rating studies
The validation of the cable rating model make use of the distributed temperature sensing (DTS)
equipment available at Unison. Several comparison were made possible using the equipment
and further studies were to be explored such as estimating the external soil thermal resistivity
by looking at heating generated by the underground cables and measure the change of soil
temperature over time. The plan was however short-lived due to damaged fibre which would
require additional cost to access and repair it. The DTS would have provided better insight into
the amount of heat dissipated to the external environment and provided the ability to measure
the temperature in close proximity to the underground cables.
6.5.2 Loss of life considerations
The loss of life calculation for power transformer were discussed in Chapter 1 looking at the
different calculation for the paper loss of life dependent on whether it is thermally-upgrade
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paper or not based on the work done in AS/NZS 60076.7 [AS/NZS TC EL-008 2013b]. The
calculation has been implemented in the model. The overhead and underground loss off life had
also been considered. It was however not implemented in the final algorithm to focus on decision
making based on rating and constraints computations. There has been substantive studies in
ranking for replacement looking at the loss of life such as the work by by [Buhari et al. 2016] to
estimate the replacement of cables based on Arrhenius and Weibull distribution through Monte
Carlo simulation.
For power transformers, the latest research findings in its loss of life are presented in IEC
60076.7:2018 [IEC TC 14 2018]. The standard however hasn’t been adapted by the AS/NZS.
To maintain conformance with local standard, the highlighted changes in insulation life and
temperature limits will be done as part of future work.
For overhead lines the model on the impact of annealing for varying operating temperature by
[AS/NZS 7000 2016] is proposed. The model relates to the loss of tensile strength of the wires
to the percentage reduction in cross-sectional area of the wire. The loss of tensile strength, W
























where, the constant of Wa, A
′, B′, C ′, and D′ is given in Table 6.2. T ∗ is the absolute wire
temperature (K) and t the time duration (hours). Do and Dw is the diameter (mm) of the wire
before and after reduction. The value of R is to be substitute into (6.2) to calculate the final
loss of tensile strength due to the elevated temperature operation.
Evaluating (6.2) at each time step shall then give the relative loss of life for overhead lines from
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Table 6.2 Constants for annealing equation as given in [AS/NZS 7000 2016]
Alloy Wa A
′ B′ C ′ D′
1350-H19 56 7.8 150 -4700 7.5
6201A-T81 60 16.2 270 -9000 4
HDC (110A-H) 41 14 175 -6700 3
the original tensile strength. For 1350 alloy, the expected ageing after eight month of operation
at the temperature 80◦C, 100◦C, 120◦C, and 150◦C is approximately 97%, 95%, 87%, and 70%.
For underground cables the majority of failures are due to natural ageing of insulation or water
treeing. Partial discharge may be associated with cable failures but occurs mainly at joints or
termination. Loss of life models for cables have looked at specific degradation mechanism such
as the field emission and thermodynamic model that’s seen as predominant to the ageing of the
cable, also known as electrothermal stress. The three potential candidate for cable life model
that looks at electrothermal stress are the Zhurkov [Zhurkov 1984, Aras et al. 2007], Crine [Crine
et al. 1996] and Arrhenius [Buhari et al. 2016] model. The Zhurkov model looks at empirical
relationship to characterise the thermal fluctuation of polymers under mechanical stress. Crine
model suggested evaluating the electrothermal life of the insulation based on rate of Gibbs
activation energy, relating to transition of state of electromagnetic energy. The Arrhenius model
has been applied to estimate the replacement of cables. The work done by [Buhari et al. 2016]
developed a reliability model and a prioritisation method for ageing underground cables. Two












Where, p and j denote historic and planning intervals, tp and tj is the duration and the remaining
variables Lp Lj , θc,p and θc,j are temperature (
◦C) . The second model is based on financial
consequences, given as,
Cost =∆SAIFI ∗ SAIFIincentive + ∆SAIDI ∗ SAIDIincentive+
Number of failures ∗ Cost per failure
(6.5)
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Both methods can be used to compliment the developed model. The evaluation of (6.4) can be
used to determine the probability constraint on the network and (6.5) can be used to quantify
impact for risk evaluation. This will compliment the model to consider the cable’s loss-of-life
calculation and the financial evaluation. As the work was developed by a different research group
based in India, this task is for future work should researchers wish to investigate further.
6.6 CONCLUSION
The uncertainties of future load demand due to technological shifts and consumer behaviour
impose a challenge to network operators.The PAR model has been developed to present a quan-
titative analysis to support decision making and provide network operators access to new in-
formation, allowing them to optimise the capacity utilisation and achieve a reliable and safe
power delivery. This study presented different ways data from the field such as environmental
data, cooling operation data and geographical data can be used to understand the impact of
external influences on the capacity utilisation of the electrical components. Additional consider-
ation and improvements in the computation of rating for power transformers, overhead lines and
underground cables were also presented. Some of the key findings includes the use of general
beta distribution to enable multiple scenario studies; demonstrated the benefit of integrating
constraint and rating calculation, improving the flexibility of the rating model. Lastly, the im-
proved flexibility enables the Monte Carlo simulation to collectively consider different layers of
the network, selective range of period and quantitative indices for decision making in an elec-
trical distribution network. This study has looked at a broad range of scenarios experienced by
network operators and presented measures to compare existing methodology with the developed
model. This is in hope that the scenarios will prompt additional thinking and consideration of
alternative solutions in the area of capacity planning, constraint analysis and network expansion
planning. The use of the model to simulate potential outlook of the network is encouraged and
should benefit current and future network operators where uncertainties exist.
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